Multiple contexts in the first
decades of the twentieth
century
In this Australian story set in the first decades of the twentieth century there are four
characters – Margaret Preston, William Monop, Arthur Radcliffe Brown and Daisy
Bates. The artists Preston and Monop did not meet, however their art has an accord
indicative of a considerable change taking place in European-Australia’s art and
culture since the turn of the century. In Aboriginal Australia, on the other hand,
cultural matters had achieved a certain balance following the traumatic upheaval
consequent upon British settlement.
Connections between the four people were like links in a chain. The anthropologists
Daisy Bates and Alfred Radcliffe Brown knew each other —the link between them is
taut with the doubts each had about the tenor of the other’s work—and each knew one
of the artists. In Sydney in the 1920s Radcliffe Brown, admiring Margaret Preston’s
art, encouraged her to pursue a purer style of modernism for a few years. Daisy Bates
met William Monop in Perth, around 1906, in the course of researching her major
opus, The Native Tribes of Western Australia. She gave him crayons and sketchbook,
asked him to draw and kept the sketchbook, yet made little use of the drawings for her
project: from her point of view Monop,
having lived among settlers most of his life,
may have been compromised, artistically. The
other Aborigines she consulted were similarly
placed yet she used the information about
customs that they – and Monop – provided.
Some personality pieces she wrote about
Monop for a Perth newspaper reveal the
probable reason for why she treated him
rather circumspectly. Monop comes across in
those articles as capable of disregarding the
barrier of race and scholarship that Bates
operated behind. She portrays a lusty male,
tricksy and teasing. She thought he practised
magic around her and discerned the
evasiveness of his responses to her questions
about secret Aboriginal customs.
In terms of origins and the relative ages of
the four, this story stretches between two
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centuries, three generations, and two continents.
William Monop was born at Nergo spring, north of Perth in 1843. The photograph of
him reproduced here was taken by E.G. Rome at Cannington near Perth in 1907 (the
year of the sketchbook) when he was 64 years of age.
Daisy Bates, his junior by sixteen years, was born at Tipperary, Ireland in 1859. The
photograph of her with Joobaitch was also taken by Rome in 1907 near the reserve
where she, Monop and Joobaitch were living. Margaret Preston was born at Adelaide,
South Australia in 1875. Her photograph dates from when she and Radcliffe Brown
were acquainted.

Alfred Radcliffe Brown was born at Aston, England, in 1881. The photograph of him
is from 1910, the year he met Daisy Bates.
Monop was almost old enough to be Daisy’s father, though she did not pay him the
respect due to his greater age. In turn, Daisy was old enough to be Alfred Radcliffe
Brown’s mother, though the adjectives motherly and filial do not describe their prickly
professional relationship between September 1910 and the end of 1911. Margaret
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Preston was six years older than Radcliffe Brown and at the time of their
acquaintance, between 1926 and 1931, was emerging not just as a major Australian
artist but also an advocate for a white Australian culture based on Aboriginal
principles. Brown was less interested in her ideas about Aboriginal Australia than in
her structuralist style, which paralleled his approach to the study of anthropology. An
interest in structure brought these two together at a time when each stood to benefit
from the support of the other.
Radcliffe Brown, as a Cambridge-trained
professor, and a man to boot, had a higher
status in Sydney than Preston. Because he
was interested in modern art he was
accepted as an authority on the subject, and
was invited to assess Preston’s artistic
achievement for a monograph published in
1927. Preston, reviewed by Radcliffe Brown
in 1927, was in the position of Monop when
tested by Daisy Bates in 1907, and of Daisy
Bates when Radcliffe Brown assessed her
manuscript in 1909-1911. The results of
those tests was that Preston sailed ahead
into one of the best periods of her art,
Monop’s sketchbook was put away without
Bates mentioning it, Radcliffe Brown
sketched out a theory that was to make his
name internationally, and Bates’s
manuscript was not published in her
lifetime.
In their different ways these four people asserted the authority of a considered point of
view, although their opportunities to compel attention were unequal. Monop’s power
over Bates resided in his indigenous knowledge, reputed spiritual powers, guiding role
among the Welshpool residents and his masculinity.1 Bates was dominant according to
the racial terms of Australian society. She wielded authority both as a governmentemployed scholar-investigator and as a journalist. The two women would judge
Radcliffe Brown. In Melbourne, on the eve of the 1914-18 war, Bates abused him
publicly for stealing her work. Privately, she accused him of framing a tidy theory that
ignored the complications that (as her research had shown) were rife in Aboriginal
culture and history.2 Preston may have thought him not especially qualified as a judge
of art, though governed by an aesthetic of austere rules and laws that interested her.3
Neither woman would gain any kudos from making an adverse opinion public.
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Margaret Preston’s Eucalyptus 1928 (AGWA) is here compared with William Monop’s
Warrain 1907 (NLA). Both focus on the pattern formed by the repeated elements of
leaves and flowers. Though concerned to show the plant’s appearance, neither artist
has approached the subject according to a botanical illustrator’s patient analysis of the
constituent elements.4 Preston perceived her plant and Monop thought about his as an
entity rather than as a species. The style of both was economical. Each had an eye to
the character of the plant. Pertinence of observation is apparent in both images yet
they declare variant habits of perception. Preston represented a distinctive visual form
which coincidentally belonged to a particular plant. Monop evidently knew a lot more
about the practical virtue of the yam, known as Warrain, than Preston cared to know
about the West Australian Eucalyptus macrocarpa.

Taking Monop’s subject first, the warrain was the staple root vegetable of his country.5
According to Bates:
One of the principal and most succulent root foods of the south-west is the
warrain, yet no one [I talked to] had any recollection of ceremony
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practiced for its increase. It was at one time a district totem, being very
abundant within a certain area, but now there are few if any warrain
borungur [totemists] living. Demma goomber (Ancestors) are supposed to
have planted it within a certain radius beyond which it was not found.6
Monop, in mute contradiction to Bates, gave an evaluation of the warrain after the
style of an increase ceremony, emphasising its reproduction. His drawing rendered the
plant as a whole, roots and all, and in a single image ranged across two seasons of the
plant’s life, its flowering and fruiting (a manner of encouragement that present art
viewers today have become accustomed to in contemporary Aboriginal art, in paintings
by Emily Kngwarreye, for example). Margaret Preston recognised the “object” of such
a representation:
The Aboriginal regards his subject as being of the first importance, and in
the hunting scenes the animal stands for food, which is the “subject” in his
mind. The fruit pieces will often have the same “objectiveness”. A yam will
be drawn as a very large fruit, and attached to its sides will be small forms
that represent fruit and flower.7
In representing the plant Monop was amazingly certain. There is no pentimenti visible
in this or other drawings in the sketchbook (which holds the sum total of his known
work). When he employed a lead pencil it was for its silvery colour; not, as Preston
used a lead pencil, to make an initial drawing that could be erased and re-drawn.
Monop’s line is even, fine, light but decided and sure. A line in one colour stops, a line
in another colour takes over, as if the artist had a complete plan in mind from the
outset. Stylistic appropriation may be an issue (a question to be discussed below in
relation to Preston as well as Monop). Yet, against the possibility that he adopted a
style outside his culture, Monop articulated the subject crisply, drawing a sure line
around its meaning. Howard Morphy coined the term ‘template’ to explain the role of
preconception for the bark paintings of eastern Arnhem Land.8 So it seems to be with
Monop’s drawings, where subject and form have been conceived as a unit. It would
appear that, for Monop, content was all: this drawing urged the plant’s productive
fruiting. Bates, his outsider audience of one, evidently did not see in the drawing the
element of alacrity and encouragement that aligned the image to the growth-force of
the plant and to the Yuat people’s ceremonies of increase. Monop’s approach could be
said to correspond to an influential theory of art advanced in the 1890s by Viennese art
historian Alois Riegl, the core of whose idea was that human representation competed
with the organic reproduction of natural things: ‘art’ had its own evolving will to form
that was equivalent to (and rivalled) the reproductive force in nature.
Preston’s attitude to her subject differed to Monop’s on several counts—though here,
too, one may see a connection with Riegl’s evolutionary theory. Rather than an initial
mental template leading to a decisive drawing, for Preston the unity of a painting was
achieved by a process of trial and error. By Preston’s admission, the pathway to a
painting or print would be littered with many stray pages of try-out drawings. She
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jotted ideas for compositions on the margins of letters and the backs of envelopes,
taking out pencil and paper wherever she was when an idea came to her. She joked,
‘Many of my pictures have been done in the kitchen with one eye on the stew’.9 Even
when she decided on a composition, it was not held in her ‘mind’s eye’ but externalised
and abstracted as a mutable object in the process of being made. Through the painted
surfaces of her works one sees here and there the guiding pencil line of a preparatory
drawing.
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The dissimilarity in Monop’s and Preston’s use of drawing points to a second
significant difference between them. For Preston the search for a good composition
was an exercise quite separate from how she clothed it with a subject. Composition
mattered more than subject. Her method over many decades was to establish a
composition and afterwards to find a subject for the pre-conceived form. She derived
ideas for some compositions from contexts quite removed from the subjects in which
they eventually found fruition. The synthetic aspect in Preston’s art first became
apparent to me in the mid 1970s when I went through her library (given by her
widower to the library of the Art Gallery of New South Wales), and found, in the
margins of books and journals, some of the images she ‘borrowed’ for her own work.
At various times she translated Japanese prints into still lifes, borrowed the
compositions of paintings by Léger, Picasso, Paul Nash, Graham Sutherland, recontextualised painted shields from tropical Queensland, a toa from Lake Eyre, a
painting of fish on the rock at Injalak Hill near Oenpelli, traced the growth patterns of
botanical illustrations and utilized photographs
– including a photograph that may have been
the source of Eucalyptus 1928 and a 1946
monotype. In short, both artists embodied the
plants and their growth structure with
conviction whereas their concept of the subject
was almost opposed.
On another note, the tenor of Australian art
history is reflected in the histories of art objects.
The oil painting by Preston was immediately
framed, displayed and reproduced,
subsequently to be seen and discussed by
several generations of appreciative Australians
whereas the drawings by Monop, in a
sketchbook that did not belong to him, was
forgotten among the close-packed papers of
Daisy Bates until 1999.10

Because Monop’s life is recorded in detail I see it as standing for those nineteenth

century Aboriginal artists whose lives are less readily traced. He was born within a
year of Tommy McCrae11 and like McCrae spent most of his life in a multi-cultural
environment. From 1864 to the 1880s his home base was the Spanish mission of New
Norcia. Reading between the lines of the records kept at New Norcia, we see how
Monop’s mother’s people, his father’s, the culturally diverse Aboriginal population at
the mission, and the missionaries, called on his loyalty, simultaneously, and quite often
for purposes that were at odds. And we see Monop at Welshpool, towards the end of
his life, still having to choose between conflicting loyalties. I see the link between
Monop’s drawings and Preston’s modernist paintings as standing for the first stage of a
transition that would bring the Western perception of art closer to an Aboriginal point
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of view. The change was played out internationally throughout the twentieth century,
as non-western works of art were first emulated for their styles (if not the content,
context and authorship), eventually were recognised as art styles of authority, each
with its own history, and finally played their roles within the diverse art styles of the
later twentieth and early twenty-first centuries.
William Monop, who had the authority of an indigenous point of view, plus a thorough
education in various western perspectives, emerges as someone who made his own
decisions. Offered many alternatives in the multi-cultural contexts of his life, he
became multi-skilled. In the annals of the New Norcia mission he was one of the better
shearers, a capable crop-farmer, a skilled horsebreaker and a reliable carter. Playing
with the New Norcia cricket team for several seasons in the 1880s he was reported in
the Perth press for a spectacular catch during a match against Perth.12 The settlers
found him personable, therefore he went around the Victoria Plains with Father
Martinelli in 1871 gathering signatures and money for a Catholic hermitage.13 His
drawings were remarkably authoritative; he was a master of the complex corroboree
performance involving music, lyrics, dance, mime, painting, lighting and atmospheric
effects.14 Additionally, the records of New Norcia and Bates’s report indicate that he
possessed magical boylya powers. Monop’s capacity made him something of a leader in
affairs of the bush, and at Welshpool. It may be regarded as one of his achievements
that in 1907 he successfully evaded Bates’s questions about matters that were secret.15
Monop’s life at the mission began on 5 May 1864 when he came ‘from the bush’ with
two other youths, and asked to stay.16 ‘Manop’,17 as his name was often written at
New Norcia, was aged around 21, of Giragiok ‘family’ (Ballarruk section), and had
been born at ‘Gnirgo’ (Nergo spring) twenty kilometres east of New Norcia.18 The
name of his father was recorded as ‘Wi-ingut’ (‘wi-in’ meaning ‘death, spooky, bad
luck’; ‘cut/gut’ meaning ‘heart’19), his mother’s name was ‘Nucatgnin’.20 Nergo spring,
from the point of view of the mission, was still unknown.21 But if New Norcia was
unaware of Monop’s people, those people knew the mission. In the colony of Victoria
in the 1860s, John Green was able to recruit Aboriginal men to the Coranderrk
reserve by promising that they would find wives there.22 Monop and his companions
evidently came to New Norcia for the same reason.23
The Benedictines did not make a point of recording the Aboriginal perspective though
it seeped through their lists and daily reports. Their aim was to coax the Aboriginal
people into a small-farming, god-fearing way of life and thus create a peasantry of
practical benefit to the Western Australian colony.24 Preaching the gospel and teaching
the crafts of farming, carpentry, etcetera, would be part of their endeavour. To
succeed, the social organisation and mental framework of the Aboriginal people would
have to be re-formed. This they intended to achieve through close and continuous
interaction with their flock. New Norcia had one great advantage over the protestant
missions. Because the proportion of monks to adult male Aborigines was much higher more than one monk per two resident ‘Australians’ - the Aborigines could be truly
shepherded.25
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The missionaries established themselves as a community of farmers to carry through
their plan on all levels, from the doctrines of Christianity to the practical business of
working side by side with the Aborigines.26 Some degree of democracy was observed
in the drawing up of contracts, the living arrangements at the mission and the teaching
of skills. Brothers were bound by formal agreement to spend six years in this service.
Likewise, formal agreements were entered into by adult Aborigines, who were paid for
their labour (the monks were not). Accommodation for monks and Aborigines was on
a par. The mission’s lists of requisitions included small indulgences, sweets, tobacco
and the like, to be more or less equally distributed.27 Those monks who had been raised
as peasant farmers and craftsmen in Spain and southern Italy taught their skills to the
local people. In turn the Aborigines taught skills of firestick farming, water
management,28 reading the weather, rain-making, living off the land, rug-making,29
music and dance. Their creativity informed the religious observances at New Norcia.
Aboriginal women designed and embroidered chasubles and altar cloths for the
church.30 An Aboriginal choir sang the mass,31 and their musical contribution to the
social life at New Norcia included a brass band and a string band. The abbot, a trained
musicologist, enjoyed listening to the Aboriginal people singing the stories of life in ‘a
graceful and beautiful style that makes one think of the Phoenician type, and a grave
and serious one that makes one think of the Doric.’ He sang their songs, wrote down
their music, and composed an Aboriginal mass and music for an Aboriginal dance.32
Monop’s first ten years at the mission coincided with an experimental policy whereby
the Australians exercised a measure of self-determination. In the early 1860s Salvado
concluded that his mission’s success would depend on yielding to the indigenes’ need
to maintain a bush way of life. In correspondence with Florence Nightingale he
explained that they were dying in large numbers - of homesickness, he maintained and so henceforth they were to be watched and those who looked unhappy or listless
were to be sent home until well enough to return, and a monk would accompany
them.33 The diaries of the monks through the 1860s and early 1870s reveal how often
those expeditions took place and how assiduously the monks obeyed the instruction to
stay with their charges.
The following description of the Catholic rites of passage through which Monop went
in the 1860s, together with his on-going participation in Aboriginal ‘business’, is
sufficient to show the diversity of his spiritual experience and the complexity of his
adult loyalties.34 On 31 March 1866 Prior Garrido wrote:
This week’s [Easter] functions, though without the armonio, were
celebrated with the same solemnity as usual, especially the one today,
which exceeded that of other years, due to the benediction of the baptismal
font and the baptism of two adult Australians, W. Manop and J. Conel.
In Yuat terms the men baptised that day would be ritual brothers. Baptism also
signalled another rite of passage in life; the New Norcia records of the period show a
close correlation between baptism and death. Conel died that year in the bush and
Monop was ailing, having contracted tuberculosis.35 On 16 April Monop went bush for
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three days, on indigenous business. On12 July he again went bush, returning a week
later. He made his first communion on 15 August, forming a brotherhood with fellow
communicants Peter Giater, Matthew Colcop, Alfred Piramino and John Walley (on
his ritual obligation to the latter two men there will be more later).
On 28 October that year the banns of Monop’s marriage with Scholastica Nangulan
were read and a month later they married in a ceremony ‘of uncommon splendour’.36
‘Glory to God!’ wrote Garrido, ‘May this be for the spiritual and temporal well-being
of our Australian family.’ Nangulan, aged seventeen, and a woman of exceptional
determination, had been one the first children at New Norcia. When a child she had
successfully foiled a plan to send her to the Sisters of Mercy in Perth: ‘You will not be
pleased to know that Scholastica left the carts and Brother before they reached Perth.
Hence your endeavours have been fruitless this time,’ wrote a brother on 20 November
1858. Belonging to the Tirarop section, Nangulan was, according to Salvado’s
understanding of Yuat marriage laws, an eligible partner for Monop, yet that may not
have been the case. The marriage (in which they remained until Nangulan’s death in
1889) was childless, and both sought other partners, Monop having two children in the
mid 1880s by a second wife, Sarah Upona.
At the time of his marriage Monop was seriously ill. A fortnight before, on 8
November, Garrido had taken him to Perth to consult ‘Dr Fargason’, whose diagnosis
was that he had little hope of life. Monop’s marriage (which jumped the queue of
young New Norcia men waiting for wives) may have been intended for his happiness,
in accordance with Salvado’s policy of trying to relieve Aboriginal sickness by raising
the spirits of those who languished. Monop survived his troubles, dying in 1913 at the
age of seventy.
The Victoria Plains was an area of periodic drought, hence rainmaking was an
essential skill for the Spanish as well as the indigenous residents. Salvado in the 1840s
witnessed the local people make rain.37 Mrs Edward Millett of York recorded that a
drought in 1865 ‘caused’ the Aborigines to congregate in great numbers for a rainmaking corroboree.38 Practical farming as taught at the mission included rainmaking.
The western way was to employ a ‘scientific’ machine, however the farmer monks were
prepared to try Aboriginal rainmaking procedures as well. The diary of Brother Miro
tells us that on 18 February 1867 he, Monop and some women went bush, and so too,
did Brother Xirgu with the men, and ‘el anjine’ (machine). It was thought they would
be absent two weeks but they returned after only five days, when there commenced ‘a
qureto que a plagut forsa,’ ‘thank God’. On 20 May Brother Miro again went bush
with Monop and the girls, returning after five days, when it ‘began to rain a little.’39
These expeditions, of men and women, for five days at a time, evidently were for the
purpose of making rain, and the grouping of males and females suggests that
Aboriginal ceremonies were performed. The summer into winter following Monop’s
marriage was exceptionally dry and he, like the mission’s other Aboriginal farmers,
had the responsibility of increasing his own stock and crops.40
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The local people performed increase ceremonies for the warrain and other staple foods.
Salvado described a ceremony involving women, sixty miles east of New Norcia
(thirty miles beyond Monop’s birth place)41 and Sylvia Hallam and Ronald Berndt
noted on other evidence that ‘increase rites were held by local territorial groups.’42
Even without the written evidence of the monks work journals, it seems highly likely
that Monop and his fellows followed the customary rituals to promote the increase of
their food stocks.
Monop’s life at the mission involved a regular contact with settlers and Aborigines
outside the mission. For instance, during 1866 and 1867 Monop is recorded in the
New Norcia work diaries as visiting Perth and places on the way to Perth on eight
separate occasions. When, in October 1867, a group of men, including Monop, left
New Norcia for Perth with three carts of wool, they would have expected to join
ninety or so other Aborigines who were assembling in Perth to entertain Prince Alfred
with a corroboree.43
The above brief analysis of two years’ activities shows an alternation between the
mission and the settler community and a mingling of the practical and spiritual affairs
of the mission and those of the bush. It is self-evident that both sets of people were
affected, Aborigines by the mission and monks by the bush. Another way of imagining
the relations of bush and church is through concepts of life and death. For both
groups, the processes of life involved more than mere physiology. The indigenous
people knew that the maintenance of life required spiritual intervention. In the bush
unborn children waited to be born. The souls of the dead hovered near the grave.
Increase and decrease of humankind, as with other life-giving forces in nature, was
dependent on a multitude of extra-human, spiritual causes, to be controlled and
coerced by responsible human intervention. Western beliefs likewise were a mix of
biological and spiritual. Prayers and ceremonies attended harvest, marriage, birth and
death. Conception resulted from the act of reproduction yet it was commonly thought
that something beyond the physiological was involved. Those attending a deathbed
sensed the approach of death. For the dying, there was a sensation of leaving the body,
and of seeing one’s body from above: some of those on the brink of death had been
known to turn back and tell the tale.
Death was the most significant rite of passage for monks and Aboriginals alike. It
made manifest the responsibilities the living had to each other, the world around them,
the dead, and the unborn. In both cultures the community was hostage to death, the
soul requiring the performance of certain rites to aid its transition to the next world.
The period between death and burial was a vigil when the living separated themselves
physically and psychically from the dead. The division between the monks and the
Australians did not reside so much in their beliefs and rites (different though they
were) as in what the rites entailed. In the event of an unnatural death, Aboriginal
people were obliged to kill or maim the human agent (whose identity was established
by a formal procedure.)
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On 29 March 1876 Monop asked permission to attend the seasonal corroboree beyond
Molonda (a few kilometres up-river from New Norcia) for which Aborigines were
gathering ‘in good numbers’ from York and Beverley.
I allowed him, [wrote Salvado], on condition that he left here during the
light, about midday, but as he left afterwards, I suspected something
sinister. ... I had also allowed Johnnie Walley to [go] to please his fatherin-law; so there was a reason to send along Brothers Ferrer and Xirgu.44
After they had all departed, Salvado was told that Walley intended to throw a spear at
Monop ‘from a certain distance’ to revenge a death: Piramino, a Victoria Plains man
and one of Monop’s and Walley’s fellow-communicants, had recently died, wounded
by a drunken friend. Salvado took up his pen before midnight, ‘It is 11 pm and no one
has returned. I pray to God nothing serious happens.’ At 12.30 the monks returned
with the good news that no one had been killed or seriously injured. This ‘night’s
business ended with a grand corroboree’.
The missionaries’ diaries of fifty years reveal a pattern of Aboriginal unrest, absence,
drunkenness and violence in the aftermath of bush corroborees and following deaths in
the community, so it is not surprising that Salvado expected a violent outcome to that
evening’s affair. Previous to this night, a first, unsuccessful attempt to avenge
Piramino’s death had been made by Victoria Plains men from the bush, after which the
mission Aborigines made the arrangements described by Salvado, which involved
Monop as the ritual scapegoat. The procedure followed was standard Aboriginal law,
and in line with Salvado’s recommendation to Governor Weld that native courts
should judge Aboriginal affairs.
‘I suspected something sinister,’ wrote Salvado, detecting the convoluted (though
logical) operation of the old revenge system threading through the new social and
kinship patterns of New Norcia. From the point of view of the pan-Aboriginal
community at New Norcia there were complex rights and obligations, to be thoroughly
evaluated from the various point of view of those involved in a revenge situation. In
the scenario of 1876, the ‘enemy’ (Monop) was a friend and a Christian ‘brother’ of
both the avenger and the victim: he was linked to Piramino and Walley in the
brotherhood of first-communion (equivalent, in the cross-cultural situation, to the
brotherhood of initiation) and he and Piramino belonged to the same tribe. Walley, the
avenger, and Piramino, the victim, were the same age, had grown up together at New
Norcia and were married to two sisters. When Piramino (a Victoria Plains man) died
unnaturally, without close male kin (at the mission) the responsibility for avenging his
death fell on his wife’s family, who were from Bunbury, and his brother-in-law Walley,
who was from Dardanup, near Bunbury. The avengers targeted someone of enemy
relation to them, from the Victoria Plains. The man chosen, Monop, had boylya powers,
which may be why he, in particular, was given the role of enemy: boylyas were known
to kill by using magic. Salvado, well informed about Aboriginal law, would be
reassured to learn that the matter was to be decided formally, at the corroboree, when
the agile Monop would be obliged to dodge Walley’s spears thrown ‘from a certain
distance’ away.
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By 1876 the difference between the natives’ ‘bush’ and ‘civilised’ modes of life was a
less acceptable challenge to Salvado than it had been in his pioneering years. He was
growing older, he knew the Aborigines better than he had in the early years, and the
change he worked towards was slow in coming. The mission Aborigines, while
adapting easily to European ways, persisted in adhering to their own culture. He may
have felt that the complexity of cultures at New Norcia obscured the simplicity of the
mission’s aim. From their point of view, the adult Aboriginals responded sensitively to
the intricacies of their social situation. The community of monks was itself diverse in
terms of social class, religious attitude, ‘superstitious’ beliefs, education and language.
Likewise, the Aborigines at the mission represented many cultures, in the 1860s
numbering people from six tribal areas between Perth and the Victoria Plains, plus
four regions south of Perth, and a small contingent from Champion Bay; and by 1876
there were also people from Roebourne and the Kimberley. Reckoning much too
simply in terms of two cultures, Salvado felt that the chief drag on the mission was the
disruption caused by deaths and the annual corroboree gatherings in the bush.
Exasperated by the Walley/Monop affair, he described the annual visitations by
Aborigines from neighbouring regions as ‘no better than a plague.’45
Monop’s work as a mediator between Aboriginal and western practices began early,
judging from the frequency with which he accompanied groups of people to the bush,
escaping monkish supervision to perform secret business. At New Norcia he
encountered Christian ways of negotiating the spirits of dead, unborn and living
people, in the masses, prayers, baptisms and confessional of the church, yet he also
kept faith with the obligations and beliefs already laid upon him. Rather than being
torn between two faiths, his responsibilities cut several ways. When Bates met him,
twenty years later, he was a mediator for the elderly people on the Welshpool
government reserve, using magic and diplomacy to hold apart their Aboriginal and
western worlds. At the outset of this chapter, I maintained that Aboriginal culture,
after the initial traumatic period of having to adjust to domination by incoming settlers,
achieved stability. Monop’s life story indicates how complicatedly this was achieved.
The final selection I make from New Norcia’s extensive records relates to Monop’s
bush responsibilities. His Yuat ‘nation’ was intermediate between the circumcised
northern peoples and the Nyungar to the south. The north impinged much more
closely on the Victoria Plains than Norman Tindale allowed in his mapping of the
Aboriginal regions of Australia.46 Bates’s evidence was that the Victoria Plains was on
a critical cultural border between southwest and northeast, and Monop’s country, on
the east of the plains, was on the border. North and east the initiation practices were
different from those of the southwest, and included circumcision as well as nosepiercing and cicatrisation. Whereas Salvado saw no circumcised men during the first
few years on the Victoria Plains, when the mission was confined to the people of the
immediate neighbourhood,47 Father Garrido’s diary for 1865 included two reports of
circumcision within sixty kilometres to the northwest and less than thirty kilometres
northeast of the mission. The first involved an interesting misconception between the
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Australians and the monks. These events corresponded with trips to the bush made by
Monop.
On 14 December 1864 Monop left the mission with some other Aboriginals including
an eleven year old boy Matthew Colcop; he returned, and went bush again on 27
December. On New Year’s Day the acting abbot, Garrido, at the invitation of two
native couples who arrived from the bush, went on a goodwill expedition lasting some
days:
1 January. We were visited early in the morning by two native couples...
[with an invitation to accompany them bushwards]. We left here at 5.30
[a.m], accompanied by one of the women, who went ahead through the
scrub, throwing branches aside like Amazon. When this Amazon perceived
the natives assembled close by, she left us and joined the women. In the
place called Nandinga, a spring, we were joined by a great number of
young Australians, big and small; there we all had a drink and went on to
our destination, Pinpanpone, arriving at 11 am. This Pinpanpone is very
pretty, having a beautiful outlook on a snow-white salt lake — its title
should be Belvedere. At the top of a rock there was a spring of sweet water
which, having been depleted during the day by a great number of natives,
their dogs, and our horses, was replenished overnight to the same quantity
as we found on arrival. This was a most appropriate place to celebrate the
Circumcision of Jesus Christ, whose symbol was already impressed in the
body of the adult Australians congregated there. We gave them an
abundance of flour, tea, sugar, so that they could also celebrate the first day
of the year.48
In July 1865, seven months after that combined celebration of circumcision, a number
of the young boys from New Norcia ran away to the bush, to Dandaragon, Monop
accompanying them. Garrido wrote:
It seems that the reason for their going was to be circumcised and have
their noses pierced. That was the explanation given by representatives of
their respective families. It could be that the circumcision ceremony as
practised by the natives of the north has religious significance like the
piercing of the nose.49
It is not known for certain whether Monop’s own initiation was according to the
southwestern nose-piercing and cicatrisation rites, or included circumcision. Monop
told Bates that his initiation was managed by three different groups north of Nergo
spring.50 His initiation journey took in ‘Wilgie mya (Berkshire Valley)’ – i.e., Wilgie
[Red ochre] Hill in Berkshire Valley, not the more famous ochre mine further north and concluded at Northampton, in the hills by the coast 330 kilometres northwest of
Nergo spring. This was well over the border into the circumcision area as defined by
Bates eighteen months after she interviewed Monop.51It was even further into
circumcision territory if we take into account Garrido’s report of a circumcision
ceremony at Dandaragon in 1865.
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Bates inferred that within Aboriginal cultures Monop already had ‘an extensive
highway opened to him through relationships’:
His father’s country was near the border of the circumcised tribes, and
some boys from his father’s people’s group had been given over to the
circumcised tribes for initiation, but only those of his people who were
willing to be circumcised went on friendly visits “over the border.”52
Monop’s role as a negotiator in inter-group affairs, Aboriginal and settler, must have
depended to some extent on the cross-cultural span of the border culture of his Yuat
people. Before coming to New Norcia his experience was already significantly crosscultural. His drawings for Bates reflect the several cultures of his native home, the
Benedictine mission and the circumcised people of the north and east.

Daisy Bates assessed Monop both as an individual and as a representative Aboriginal

from the Victoria Plains. Her plan of work for the Western Australian government was
to collate information, categorise, and map the cultures of the southwest, according to
languages, kinship systems, ceremonies, beliefs, material culture and trade patterns. In
1904, when she began, the most sophisticated of the analyses she had to guide her were
by Spencer and Gillen (1899) and Howitt (1904). She read assiduously in colonial
records and publications for the first year, took advice from many correspondents, and
in 1905 consulted Joobaitch, an elderly Aboriginal whose home country took in the
Welshpool government reserve at Cannington, Perth. Early in 1906 she set up a tent at
the reserve and during two years lived for months at a time there, observing and
consulting the elderly Aboriginal residents. In 1908, from the start of August to the
end of November, she capped that fieldwork by travelling around the southwest,
interviewing Aborigines and visiting ceremonial sites. Bates was one of the first
scholars in Australia to undertake primary research by living with Aboriginals.
According to her descriptions of her aims and achievements, she read colonial records,
and questioned living Aboriginal people to gain a picture of their situation before
culture contact. Like most anthropologists to recent times she was looking for a selfcontained Aboriginal world, so attempted to screen out ‘errors’ and diversions
consequent upon contact with colonists. To check what she was told by her Aboriginal
informants, and to gain an understanding of how it fitted in the scheme of things, she
relied on the literature, yet despite taking explanations from written sources she
steadfastly honoured the firsthand information given by her indigenous informants.
Bates’s reliance on the early colonial writers extended to adopting their lines of
thought about the origin of the Aborigines, their lowly rank in the evolutionary scale,
and rapid extinction through contact with modern civilisation, even when advised that
some of those ideas had been discredited by later, more reliable sources (including her
own fieldwork). Her contemporaries around Australia and in England urged her to
show the links between kinship systems, totems, ceremonies and beliefs in the social
life of the Aborigines.53 She did so. The result was that she veered between information
obtained at first hand (including much about kinship systems, totems, material culture
and beliefs) and unsupported assertion. Another problematic aspect of her writing is
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that, in dramatising situations, she knowingly stepped over the boundaries of the
evidence. Since the thickets of her papers provide a means of tracking her sources,
many of the ‘fanciful’ passages of writing can be identified.54 It was unfortunate for
Bates’s scholarship that she never recovered from the effect of Andrew Lang’s and
Alfred Radcliffe Brown’s first mistaken criticism that she had completely
misunderstood the role of totems and kinship systems. Ironically, Radcliffe Brown’s
1910-11 research in Australia turned around his first scholarly incredulity, however
the damage was done. Bates was closed to subsequent advice.
Bates studied the artistry of two Aborigines in 1907. One was Billingee, a crippled
man from Broome, whose carving and drawing she admired for its ‘absolute
precision’.55 The other was Monop. Bates first took notice of Monop as an artist during
the preparations for a corroboree performance for which he was master of ceremonies,
orchestra and singer.56 She saw him painting body designs on the backs of men who
were preparing for a dance in March 1907, and obtained a photograph:
It was remarkable to
see...[how] the design...made
by a native on his breast and
shoulders was carried out...
[by Monop on the parts of the
body inaccessible to the man
wearing the design]; the lines,
dots and other markings on ...
back and legs exactly followed
the design in front. [It] looked
when finished as though the
whole painting had been done
by the same person, so
faithfully was the design
copied.57
Aboriginal art in general, she
thought, demonstrated:
an intelligence…he [the
Aboriginal] most certainly
possesses. His eye takes in
form and colour and he
reproduces these with the
scantiest materials. He has no
perspective but he brings
accuracy in its stead…58
A second photograph also taken in
March 1907 shows the performers in
their regalia. Bates was delighted by
their enactment of the doordaaroo
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kening, a dance cycle that focused on the wannoorig, a circular spiderweb-shaped regalia
sacred to the initiation ceremonies of inland and northern peoples. Her interest in the
dance was twofold. It dealt with secret matters about which she was pumping her
consultants. Secondly, the corroboree was an art of ‘barbaric beauty’: she found the
combination of dance, music, song, and elaborate costume comparable to European
opera.59
As the long cadenced vowels ceased, a figure sprang out from the darkness
at the western end of the circle, and, rushing into the light, stood for a
moment quiveringly erect, holding aloft the spider-webbed beendee
beendee. The figure uttered no sound, it merely stood quivering in the most
perfectly dramatic manner. The semi-circle of performers again sounded
the prolonged notes. Meanwhile, the measure of the song insensibly
increased and now, with the “woordoo” (which this single figure is called),
taking the lead, the high-stepping movement recommenced, the “woordoo”
[who was Jubaitch] inclining his body now to the right, now to the left,
and, holding his beendee beendee in position, was followed along the path
which ran through the centre of the circle…60
No date is included in the inscription on the cover of the sketchbook, which names
Monop and gives his family details, however the sketches illustrate some of the dance
ornaments that were used in March 1907. I conclude that Bates approached Monop
and Billingee at the same time, March or April 1907.61 The latter was:
familiar with all the markings, ancestral, ‘familiar’, totem, etc of his people,
together with the ornaments worn by the boys at various stages of their
initiation. I obtained a drawing book and a box of [colored] crayons and
asked Billingee to draw therein his weapons, implements, ornaments and
any other objects he was in the habit of drawing, chipping or making.62
It was Bates’s proud claim was that she controlled the situations set up by her
research. So that she could describe the Aboriginal processes of manufacture she
ensured that she observed all aspects of the work, between sessions storing the
uncompleted object in her tent.63 Following the same procedure, she would supervise
Billingee and Monop, asking them to draw certain things, and removing sketchbook
and crayons after each session. Beside each item on each page she wrote the local name
for the object and the English translation. The artists would be conscious of being
watched—Monop, for one, was accustomed to surveillance.
Instructed, I assume, by Bates, Monop’s first drawing was a simple diamond
arrangement of four ovals, inscribed by Bates ‘noorgoo emu eggs’. Presumably she had
asked for a picture of his home place, Nergo spring. The next page has drawings of
twelve weapons, their names likewise inscribed by Bates, who was gathering as much
information as she could about the weapons and tools of each region of Western
Australia: Billingee produced drawings of the same kind for his region, Broome.
Following was a drawing of two engraved and stained pearl shells, inscribed
‘beedawa’. In Monop’s country the word beedawa meant the boys’ initiation ceremony
(as Bates recorded elsewhere) whereas the word for pearl-shell was (as she also noted)
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alternatively bid-a-wang or beedawa.64 Bates, who questioned each of the men at
Welshpool about their initiation, probably asked for an illustration of initiation.
Billingee supplied what she wanted but Monop did not.65 The pearlshell he substituted
signified that a man had been initiated so the drawing loosely met requirements.
Monop appears to have been deliberately evasive in these drawings.
Sheet four has drawings of the two ornaments that featured in the doordaaring kening
dance cycle. One was the binaara that was carried and twirled in the dance.66 The other
is inscribed “wannoorig” but Monop did not illustrate the circular, spider-web woven
wannoorig but another, non-sacred head ornament spoked with beendee beendee (peeled
sticks). The headdress, like the wannoorig, was associated with the doordaaring kening —
the same style of headdress appears in rock engravings in the Ashburton district where
the dance cycle originated.67 In the photograph of the performers taken by E.G. Rome
in March 1907, Joobaitch, as the chief performer, is wearing the spoked headdress.
Bates wrote that he held the spiderweb shaped object during the first act (its only
appearance in the dance cycle). She also wrote that no one apart from the performers
was permitted to see the secret dance ornaments in the process of being made, or to see
them at all, outside the performance.68
The interplay between the senior men at Welshpool and the woman who interrogated
them is intriguing. Given the very specific nature of Bates’ questioning of the men, she
would have asked them to perform an initiation corroboree. In her account of the
corroboree Bates mentions that the men consulted closely together, without permitting
her to share in their discussions and came to an agreement concerning every detail of
the performance, to be stage-managed by Monop.69 The performance they elected to
give evidently originated from the Ashburton River to the north, and was neutral to all
of the men, none of whom had connections there. In Aboriginal terms the dance was
safe because it had been de-sacralised by being traded out of its country of origin.70 If,
in strict compliance with what I presume had been Bates’s request, the main item
featured in the dance, the wannoorig, was connected with initiation, from the Aboriginal
point of view it was a different form of initiation from what was practiced in the
southwest:
[Its] connection with rites of circumcision and sub-incision is shown in its
universal use at these ceremonies. … in districts of the south, on the eastern
goldfields and inland of the northwest as well as the Kimberley.71
The list of Monop’s evasions is impressive. He stage-managed every aspect of the
corroboree. He misinterpreted every request to make a picture of a secret object or
scene. Bates’ notes of a formal interview with Monop reveal that his first response to
her standard questions about initiation was to change the subject, first by mentioning
the doordaaring kening dance cycle, then by telling a provocative story about seeing a
woman with four breasts on one of his travels. When he did answer, it was to provide
an outside, woman-oriented description without yielding any specific details about the
place/s, people and male ritual involved in his initiation.72 Bates could not decide
whether he was stupid or tricky: she treated him with caution. In her scholarly
manuscript, she praised the art of Billingee, who complied with her requests, but made
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minimal use of Monop’s drawings and did not (there) mention his role in the
doordaaring kening performance. Her journalism about life at the Welshpool reserve
gave a spiky picture of Monop as a man who liked to have his own way.73 She
mentioned more than once that he and Gen’burdong, a younger, ‘uneducated’ man
from the same region, retained many of their people’s ‘superstitions’ and continually
‘sent bulya (magic) flying in certain directions where enemies were supposed to be
located’.74 That Monop practised magic in Bates’s vicinity was in keeping with the
pictorial style of some of his drawings, which is familiar to us from sorcery images by
Aborigines of northwest Australia.
Monop’s multi-cultural experience supplies the historical background to the book of
drawings he produced for Daisy Bates. Whether the stylistic background was multicultural is conjectural. Two stylistic features warrant attention. Many of the drawings
display a high degree of symmetry within each motif, though rarely an absolute
symmetry. Drawings 3, 4, 5, and 6 show motifs in closely related pairs. In painting
body designs for the performers of the daardooring kening Monop matched the design
that had been painted by the performer on his front, on the back of the man’s body.
There was a background of duality and doubling in Aboriginal culture. In mythology
and ritual there were pairs of ancestors (Monop’s being the male and female thylacine,
the female of whom created the small Nergo spring). The moiety system of kinship
gave a key role in life to alternation, symmetry and pairing. Although very little is
known about the visual art of the southwest, the art of northwest Australia is
abundant, and makes a feature of symmetrical pairs of figures. Monop’s doubling of
imagery is strongly reminiscent.75
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Secondly, the style was sophisticated. Though stiff by compared with Billingee’s
fluency Monop’s handling of crayon and pencil was neither clumsy – he was not a
beginner – nor do the forms suggest a ‘rude’ manner of art but are positively elegant.
All of Monop’s drawings are informed by curves: emu eggs, decorated pearlshells,
binaara ornament, beenoha beenoha yabbaroo and so on. Among them, a neck ornament,
“yotta”, is so correctly drawn it could have been mechanically produced (by a
spirograph for example). The majority of the lines are arcs; set at angles to one
another, they are like so many coiled springs, alive and dynamic. The image could be
imagined as describing a necklace threaded with hollow bones or reeds in a springing
pattern of arcs. We are informed, however, that the yotta was made of slack opossum
string and dalgaitch (wild cat) tails, which rules out the possibility that the drawing
imitated the form of the necklace. Rather, it may have represented the lively effect of
the necklace in a dance.
As a mode of design, the arc was to the circle what the straight-sided cat’s cradle style
of design (so much practised by Aboriginals around Australia) was to the rectangle: in
Western terms the play of line and form was eminently sophisticated and abstract.
Monop’s handling was sure, therefore the stylistic source is a matter of interest (much
more so than Billingee’s figurative style which is immediately recognisable as deriving
from the Kimberley).
Too little information is obtainable about the visual styles of the southwest, let alone
the Victoria Plains.76 The one well-known southwestern style, that of straight-grooved
carved weapons, is unlike Monop’s. However, the visual language of the southwest is
known to have featured circles and part-circles. The geology of the southern plains
was not appropriate for rock drawings, yet there were some: for example, in a cave at
York a carved, pecked or painted circle was said to represent the moon. The rock art
in neighbouring regions to the north included nested circles, arcs, and meanders.
Photographs of painted body designs (and Bates’s verbal descriptions) had similarities
with Monop’s drawing in the play between symmetry and asymmetry and, above all,
the use of branching lines. For some ceremonies a circle was painted on the face.
Shaped and inscribed circles and arcs were a feature of gravesites. At King George’s
Sound the mourners, after burying the dead, would ‘carve circles in the bark of the
trees that grow near the grave’.77 Thomas Worsnop mentioned similar graves near
Perth, where ‘circles and other ornaments [had been] carved by the mourners on the
nearest trees’:78 in the early years of settlement Francis Armstrong reported that trees
were inscribed once a death had been avenged.79 Descriptions of two late nineteenthcentury graves, one at Wizard Peak near Champion Bay, the other near Kalgoorlie,
suggest that their visual theme was the circle and arc. The Wizard Peak grave was a
circular pit filled with sand and lined with small, peeled sticks: and ‘a large semicircular fence fronted the south-east side’. The grave in the bush near Kalgoorlie had ‘a
ridge of earth … in the shape of a horseshoe’ around the grave mound, and a double
ridge just outside it that was ‘planted with sticks… cleaned of all bark’, painted with
red ochre and ‘decorated every few inches with clusters and curls of attached shavings,
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made by scraping them whilst green, with a sharp flint or knife’. Finally, ‘an old iron
shoe cast off by a horse …was placed at the foot of the grave.’80
However, the best description of a southwest style dates from eighty years earlier (and
has already been quoted in Chapter 1). The inter-cultural situation was in some ways
similar to Bates’ with Monop. An early ethnographer, Robert Neal Lyon, was
questioning a Nyungar man about his way of life:
He solicited pen, ink and paper… for the purpose of answering my
questions …more satisfactorily. He did not take a moment to think. The
[resulting drawing] is hieroglyphical … [and] consists of men, animals,
birds, etc …traced in circles, round the central character with which he
began. 81
Monop’s style of drawing was in the same vein, a manner of inscribing ‘in circles,
round the central character.’ Because his handling was consistent and assured, and
employed for subjects that were those of his own people, I incline towards the direct
explanation that he learned the style and motifs as his own tradition, yet I also know
that in his maturity he had access to the styles of the north. Due to the lop-sidedness of
our acquaintance with Aboriginal art (weighted heavily to the north) the stylistic
association that leaps to mind is the art of the northwest. Historical evidence, such as it
is, suggests that there was a stylistic continuity in visual style from north to south of
the western half of the continent. Bates is no help here. She looked for style in
artefacts and rock paintings rather than in body designs, mortuary art and sand
drawings and did not connect Monop’s style with other southwestern art (though some
of her examples fitted). That tell us no more than that the style recorded in 1833 by
Lyon and practiced in 1907 by Monop was in abeyance by the early 1900s. The
southwest had a long-standing trade connection northward as far as the Kimberley —
as attested by Monop wearing a pearlshell round his neck and drawing two decorated
pearlshells, and an 1860s photograph from New Norcia that shows a resident wearing
a pearlshell.82 Monop was acquainted with people from the north, and from the 1870s
could have seen the northern style in drawings by New Norcia residents who had
come there from the north. He travelled to the Kimberley, telling Daisy Bates that he’d
been droving one hundred miles inland from Wyndham (the date of that trip must
have been between 1886 and 1906, twenty years during which his name hardly
appears in mission and government records).
Some of Monop’s drawings (the kookain and yotta in particular) are strikingly similar to
northern sorcery figures and Mimi figures, having the same distinctive construction of
curves branching from curves, with the junctions well defined. Monop had boylya
powers so it is possible that some of the images he composed had a twist of magic.
Nor should it be overlooked that Monop was intimately acquainted with a similar
European style of composition, seen by him in the sacred context of the Christian
church. I refer to the curving interlace patterns embroidered on the monks’ chasubles
at New Norcia. The ornamental style would be on show whenever the priests
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performed the solemn ceremonies of the church. A study of the chasubles in the New
Norcia museum, and of Italian and Spanish decorative ornament in general, showed
that the ornamental patterns in every instands depended from a central axis or spine.
That central spine is notably missing in
Monop’s compositions of intersecting arcs,
yet the comparison is eloquent. Both styles
were associated with power: one with the
ceremonial occasions of the church, the
other with the Aboriginal invocation of
spiritual powers. There was similarity even
in the occasions when these examples of
visual art were on show. Research into the
details of Monop’s life at New Norcia
confirmed Daisy Bates’ much later
observation that he exercised boylya
powers.83 Within the framework of nature
indivisible from humanity, the interaction
of people with the world around them
would extend beyond the human into
forces of life that were animal, vegetable or
related to wind, water, sun and moon.
Boylyas exercised their powers in
circumstances where specialised
negotiation was required. Salvado was
boylya in the eyes of the Australians. He
was a priest. He officiated at religious ceremonies. His medicinal use of cantharides to
produce blisters and bring out the bad ‘humour’compared closely with the boylya
practice of sucking to bring out the evil spirit.84 On that understanding he was
permitted to see sorcery objects the sight of which would kill a man not possessed of
spiritual power.85
Switching the threads of the story, it is also possible to see a connection between the
rhythmic forms of Monop’s drawings, the geometric order in modern art (Preston’s
paintings and prints for example) and the new structuralist theories of culture. The
strict order of modernist drawing and colour was thought to describe a natural order,
recently quantified by science. Exponents of abstract art, many of them, were inclined
to compare the compositional principles of design with the rhythmic waves of sound
and light or the structure of the atom. Professor Radcliffe Brown, architect of a
structural theory of anthropology, gave a biological analogy one night at Sydney’s Five
Arts Club. He had played a major role in the club’s formation, persuading the
University of Sydney’s various student clubs, plus the fine arts clubs – the Royal Art
Society’s Atelier Reunion Club and the Sydney Art School’s Art Students’ Club – to
combine into one club that embraced all the arts: hence the Five Arts Club.86 He hoped
that the club would induce an atmosphere of creative debate similar to Parisian cafe
society but found himself, as the Club’s President, doing most of the work himself.
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During that night’s debate about the meaning of art Brown argued that rhythm was
the thread that connected all aspects of human life and creativity. Blood pumps in time
to the beating of a drum. Human energy is stimulated and harnessed by a marching
rhythm. One club member summarised Brown’s argument in doggerel verse:
“Static balance has been shown;
But the arts of movement – with ‘em
There’s a balance known as rhythm.
In our muscles we can feel
Rhythmical appeal.”
And he tells of cases where
This was proven “Over There”
At the war a doctor sewed
Arteries that calmly flowed
Till the drums began to beat,
Then the blood, with sudden heat,
Sprang in syncopated spurts —
“I assure you it is true;
You should try it, all of you!”
Consternation, mirth and noise,
Explanations — then a voice,
Is there any balance, then,
In this modern stuff?” And when
The Professor nods assent
Curtain drops on argument.87
Art could be imagined as a form of sympathetic magic, by that formulation. Even
without extending the argument, and without mentioning Aboriginal art, Brown’s
thesis bridged modern western and Aboriginal art.

Preston had authority as an artist and as a promoter of visual culture. She occupies

two main positions in the history of Australian art. Firstly, she maintained strong links
with the wider public through journalism, expressing her ideas about Australian
culture in terms the general public could understand and actually thinking about art in
those broader terms. Secondly, in art as in life she was a traveller, extracting what she
wanted from many places, yet her art and ideas displayed a consistent development
over a career lasting seventy years.
In 1907, when this story begins, Preston (or Rose Macpherson as she was then) was
aged thirty-two and had been painting since the 1890s. She’d recently returned from a
first study tour in Europe, where the art that attracted her attention was illusionistic,
down to the last detail —the work she had admired most during two years in Europe
was a painting by Albrecht Durer of two apostles, one having a whole landscape
reflected on the pupil of an eye.88 Against that, she had taken some lessons in black and
white poster design in London,89 the immediate result of which was that she began to
simplify her drawing to accentuate the pictorial idea.
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Oranges 1907, (NGA), soberly realistic
except for a single, offbeat accent in a
curl of peel, signalled what Preston
would look for in modernism:
separation of tone areas (by contrast
to the shot-silk diffuseness then
prevailing in Australian art), a limited
palette of colours, a composition pared
down to a few elements, and an
analytical approach.90 She already
preferred still-life to landscape, figure
and portrait subjects, evidently
because still-life lent itself to formal
analysis and was comparatively
untrammelled so far as patrons’
expectations were concerned. In the
1920s she was to compare her art to science and her mode of composing to a
laboratory.91 Preston’s lack of sentiment was noted by the Lone Hand in April 1910.The
painterly style was commended , ‘each tone … put on with precision, exactly in
relation to its color value: in other
words she is a splendid painter of
surfaces, a beautiful painter of paint’,
however the artist seemed ‘quite
unable to enter the essential character
of [her] subject’ and in consequence,
her work, despite its formal brilliance,
seemed ‘cold and unconvincing’.92
Preston first registered Aboriginal art
upon returning home to Adelaide (on
15 December 1906), when her first
appraisal of her home country was,
temporarily, that of an outsider to
Australia. The ethnographic displays
of the South Australian Museum on
North Terrace, next to the Library
and Art Gallery, had been augmented
recently by some art from Arnhem
Land, and within a few months the
museum acquired a unique group of
400 Dieri toas (discussed in Chapter
5): in 1924 she based one of her
‘translations’ Aboriginal motifs on a
toa.93 After a second trip abroad,
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Preston was finally able to see a way by which Aboriginal art could be utilised in the
service of Australian art in general. She advocated Aboriginal art in 1923, the year
Australians sent London their second exhibition to advertise Australia’s achievement,
which London a second time described as a provincial reflection of British art.94 (The
first nationalist attempt to advertise Australian art in London had been in 1898, and
included Tom Roberts’s Shearing the Rams). The point I wish to make is that Preston
was led to think in terms of Aboriginal art by her interest in promoting a national
school of art by white Australians.95 The idea that the national style should be informed
by Aboriginal art (as uniquely Australian) held her attention to the end of her life.
All things considered, up to
1940, the major nonwestern influence on
Preston’s style was
Japanese art.96 Returning
to Paris in 1912, she was
advised by an American
teacher (George
Oberteuffer) to study
Japanese art at the Musée
Guimet, ‘to let her learn
slowly that there is more
than one vision in art’.97
The idea was not new.
Japanese art had been
collected and its design
emulated by leading
European artists and
designers since the 1860s.
In the 1880s and 1890s a
taste for ‘Japanaiserie’ in
décor and design had had
wide popularity in the west.
Bernard Hall, Preston’s
teacher in the mid 1890s at
Melbourne’s National
Gallery School, collected
Japanese prints and
artefacts, and composed his
own paintings after the
fastidious designs of the
Japanese, albeit somewhat
98
rigidly. In her hometown, Adelaide, Harry P. Gill also endorsed Japanese art. She
may have been first drawn to a positive interest in rhythmic design by the expatriate
Australian painter Rupert Bunny, with whom Preston made friendly contact in Paris
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in 1906. In 1912 Bunny was in the throes of changing his style, studying the rhythmic
growth patterns of plants, composing after the Japanese manner, and experimenting
with ‘oriental’ combination of colours made fashionable by the Ballet Russes.99 At that
time Preston undertook a study of design through analysing Japanese paintings and
prints. The specific modern idea of design she, Bunny, Radcliffe Brown and others
espoused was the rhythmic formulation of colour as well as form. A Modern approach,
it was dubbed ‘decorative’ by the French and ‘plastic rhythm’ by the English.100
Between 1912 and the mid 1930s Preston acquired a small library of more than twenty
books about Japanese art, the illustrations of which she scanned thoroughl, making
brief drawings on end-papers and in the margins that translated the screens and
platforms, walls, windows, mats and niches of the elaborate setting, and the figures of
geishas and Kabuki actors into compositions of still life and flowers.101 When adapting
a design, she scrupulously abstracted the form for possible use in her own art.102 One
effect of this study was that something of the Japanese treatment of interior space as a
series of interrelated, open ‘boxes’ came across in the armature of her compositions
(Banksia is an example). The complex architecture of Japanese design led her in the
mid 1920s to admire the same quality in
the paintings of the Purist, Fernand
Léger. Similarly, exposure to Aboriginal
art may have helped her to appreciate
Picasso’s mythic biomorphs of the early
1930s: the one she chose for ‘translation’
could almost be mistaken for a work of
Aboriginal art. Through much travel and
study, during forty years, Preston
responded to the differences between
Japanese, Chinese, Aboriginal, American,
Mexican, English, French and Spanish
schools in art. Thinking nationally, she
perceived the Spanishness of El Greco
and the Catalan in the Surrealist,
Salvador Dali.103
A commitment to nationalism led Preston
to endorse Aboriginal art. Between 1924
and 1927 she moved towards a synthetic
scheme for a national art that married native flora, a reductive modern style, a
Japanese style of composition (boxes within boxes), and Aboriginal art. The
Aborigines, she explained in 1925, had from their long acquaintance with the land
refined a succinct code of symbols to represent its form and colour. These were the
gumleaf’s narrow triangle, the deep-curving boomerang, and the circle. Australia’s
stark contrasts in light they represented as white and charcoal black. The Aboriginal
palette of charcoal with red, yellow and brown ochres matched the ‘dense’ masses that
characterised the landscape, their surface textures were appropriately ‘dull’ and
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impervious.104 In an analytic mode akin to structuralism she translated the designs on
Aboriginal carved and painted weapons, toas, and bark containers for their form, not
their content. Through the first phase of her thinking about Aborignal art (1920s to
1940) Preston maintained the separation of form and content, telling a journalist in
1930: ‘Mythology and religious symbolism do not matter to the artist, only to the
anthropologist.’105 Nonetheless, there is a correlation between her abstraction and
anthropologist Radcliffe Brown’s structuralism.
What Preston said and wrote bluntly was expressed eloquently by her art. Banksia
1927 (NGA) was a major statement of structuralism. The flowers’ cylindrical form
modifying towards the spherical, the strict cylinders of the vases, the rectangles, cubes
and curves of bench, window and receding wall affirmed a Bauhaus-cum-Aboriginal
synthetic geometry of cylinder, circle, cube, boomerang-arc and mass. The interior
spaces had a Japanese suggestion of stepped, swivelled and interpenetrating cubes.
The reductive design is matched by an equally reduced palette of black, white, brown
and dull green, with small, sharp accents of yellow and brown in the flowers.
The content of this painting is
encrypted in the form. Within the
structural terms Preston had set
herself, Banksia plays complicatedly
with surface, depth, colour, tone and
movement. The banksias are on a
shelf within a small, sharply receding
niche, or so it seems at first. A twist
from a planar view is required to
resolve the setting: the small bench is
in fact attached to a wall at the right
edge of the picture. The wall recedes
steeply, till blocked by a corner,
where (in effect) the receding line
zigzags behind the flowers and picks
up again, through a window, in the
blurred side wall of a house. From
side to side on that half of the picture
the depth of field is thus doubled,
quadrupled, multiplied many times.
By comparison, the horizontal and
vertical black lines in the upper left
zone of the picture are as serenely
ordained by the picture plane as in
paintings by Vermeer and Mondrian.
Down the centre panel Preston softened the junction of bench and background so that
they hinge and splay out at an oblique angle rather than abut at ninety degrees. Taking
another reading of the picture’s planes from that centre panel, there appears to be no
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great depth, and the two dominant vertical lines through the picture are modified to
gentle curves (each bending like a boomerang).
In essence the pictorial idea seems to be the complementary contrast between the
cubed forms of the interior setting and the different formal language of the plant. At
the heart of the picture the vases, one slightly in front of the other, begin a curve that
extends to the group of flowers and rising leaves. In turn, the loose spiral of the floral
arrangement casually frames the remarkable column of the banksia flower. All other
surfaces are plain and solid; the springy banksia flower is neither of those things. A
multitude of tall stamens circles the flower’s core, each stem in its preordained place
within a complicated spiralling cross-rhythm that shapes the three-dimensional form of
the flower.106 The painting is, as Preston wanted art to be, abstract yet thoughtful and
convincing, its two structures indicating the man-made ‘meccano’ of a modern home
plus the spiritual principle of the plant.107
Remarkably, for the time, Preston allowed no contradiction between the modern age of
science and Aboriginal art. On the contrary, the path she took toward styles of
modernism informed her interest in the ‘primitive’ art of her native country. Structure
was the key to the modern age of science, structure also characterised Australian
Aboriginal art. Preston’s various departures in art accorded with developments in
western art; at the same time she sought forms and motifs in Aboriginal art. Along with
other European modernists of the period she was already asking, by 1915, ‘why is
music so controlled and painting such a muddle?’ and answering the question,
‘Because music is a science’. The ‘laboratory’ approach to the subject rendered it
‘useful to art’, translating content from ordinary life into ‘an aesthetic object’ that was
able to ‘originate another suggestion apart from food and fecundity.’108
There were stages in Preston’s commitment to express a distinctively Australian reality
just as there were stages in her modernist approach to art. The two interests became
joined in London during the 1914-1918 war when, already launched into a modern
style of painting, she responded to wartime loyalties to the ANZACS and worked in a
rehabilitation unit. By1924 she was ready to promote the idea that Aboriginal art was
an appropriate study for Australian artists: ‘Our proximity to Java, China and Japan
should have been apparent in our decorative art…A study of our own aboriginal art
may meet with better success’.109 As always, her thinking was in line with modern
developments: ‘Other countries have not been above profiting by close observation of
primitive or foreign races.’ Unexpectedly – if we think of her in the Lone Hand’s terms
as an unemotional practitioner – she thought the ‘starting’ point was ‘by accepting that
these aboriginal people had emotions.’ There is no getting around that foundational
statement by Preston that human emotions were expressed in the succinct symbolism
of Aboriginal art. Equally startling, she did not feel a need to condescend to the art of
Aborigines: ‘if you go to the museum and study the art of the aboriginal you are not
demeaning yourself or being kind to them.’ Yet Preston at no time questioned the
racism that defined the Aboriginal people as primitive. Her art and ideas embraced
some fundamental contradictions, which means that we have to be cautious before
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condemning her racism or praising her cross-cultural reach. To summarise her
thinking to 1927, she saw no incongruity in combining a study of ‘primitive’ Aboriginal
art with allegiance to a scientific approach and to the modern world in which she lived:
‘This is an age of science…Science is revolutionary. It gives self-reliance and selfreliance refuses to light altars to past cycles.’
Preston’s forward-looking contribution as a publicist was to advocate the comparative
study of cultures (allied to the goal of a national style based on a study of Aboriginal
art). A point she often made was that a practical apprenticeship to a foreign mode of
art was a sure way to perceive that other visual cultures differed from one’s own. In
1930 she suggested that the first requirement for an Australian art student was to
discover her cultural situation. He or she—
should have the benefit of university training … to think consecutively, …
should be well read, … should speak another language and know another
literature besides that of his own country.110
Within twenty years of her first insight into the ‘emotional’ differences between
cultures, Preston had formulated a scheme whereby white Australian artists, designers,
manufacturers and consumers would benefit from a comparative study of cultures. It
would be especially beneficial for Australians to study Aboriginal art, as it was both
true to their country and close to hand; the next most appropriate study would be the
arts of Java (ie Indonesia) and the many Oceanic styles; beyond which were the
various schools of Asian art; and, at the outermost rim geographically, the arts of the
Americas, Africa, Europe and Britain. If Australians were to faithfully observe that
geographically ordered hierarchy of cultural styles, and their artists were to follow its
principles, the foundations of an Australian style might be laid over several
generations. To recapitulate, the first step would be to recognise that national styles
existed, the second, to achieve a synthesis appropriate to Australia’s geographical place
in the world.
If a white Australian tradition was first in Preston’s scheme of things, she was aware
that there was a difficulty (for her generation at least) in inverting the order of
influence from dependence on a distant home culture to an independent national style
and realised that the Australian style she envisaged would not be brought into being
overnight.
The construction of a national art can’t be “made”, because it must come
from the subconscious and express the national characteristics and
temperament, but the growth of such an art must be slow and begun from
the conscious before the subconscious. [To learn from] this aboriginal art,
which seem easy, is not so at its essence. 111
Preston’s scheme was to externalise cultural characteristics, and so force the pace of
what was perceived to have been, in older cultures, the slow, unforced result of
centuries of maturation.
Surely someone will arise who, continually seeing only such simple
[Aboriginal] symbols around him, will apply them in a manner that will
make an individual land in art.112
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In this scheme Aboriginal artists (Preston came to describe them as artists) would be
the basis of a national art but were themselves excluded from the adventure. Preston’s
nationalist perspective also led her to oppose immigration in large numbers, on the
grounds that the immigrants would slow the process of culture-formation. To see art as
she did, through national schools, was a western habit.
Other modern thinkers besides Preston also reckoned on the power of physical and
social environment to shape human sensibility. Thus Fernand Léger , whose paintings
Preston admired, Alfred Radcliffe Brown, her advocate in Sydney, and the
Cambridge biologist Eliot Lovegood Grant Watson who was Brown’s assistant on the
Australian expedition of 1910-11 – three contemporaries of diverse training and
experience – shared the belief that environment shaped social consciousness. Preston
envisaged the basic symbols of Australian nature acting upon the consciousness of
future generations of white Australians. Anthropologist Radcliffe Brown imagined a
static society tied to its core social structure, with social function mechanically driving
human behaviour and beliefs. From what he said, change involved different things in
‘modern’ and ‘primitive’ societies. He postulated that modern societies changed
through each generation’s reaction to the past, whereas he could only imagine that the
(brittle?) social systems of primitive societies would break down upon contact with
modern societies. Watson, a biologist, had a rather different neo-Cartesian vision,
whereby the conscious mind adapted to a complex environment in ways that were allembracing (involving geographical, physiological, cultural and psychological
interconnection and not just the narrowly sociological). In adapting, biological forms
of life would also create and shape new matter. In some ways Watson’s concept of
adaptation agreed with that of the Parisian painter Léger, who argued that living in a
modern urban ‘machine’ would alter humankind:
We are bound to our environment…I am a firm believer in a slow and
continual inroad brought about by the manufactured object which holds
the key to any renaissance we may have. A man living for a long time in the
environment of these stern geometric forms will unconsciously find himself
won over by them.113
Fernand Léger, having entered this story via his vision of a society adapting to the
machine, earns his place by providing a source of adaptations by Preston who used
reproductions of two of his works from L’Esprit Nouveau (no.20, c.May 1924) as the
basis of Still life 1925 (NGA) and Still life 1927 (untraced).114 Art historian Terry Smith
has decided that Léger’s art was the single source of Preston’s ‘abstract geometric’ art
of the late 1920s.115 I think Japanese art was the major (earlier and more sustained)
source of her manner of working towards pure colour, solid tones that emphasised the
extremes of black and white, and a dynamic design. A long apprenticeship to the
Japanese led her to respond positively to Léger’s forceful exposition of the mode in the
mid 1920s. The idea of the machine as an image of modern society was likewise in her
mind before she responded to Léger. One of Smith’s suggestions is unarguable
however. Through importing Léger’s ‘pure’ images and style – formed in an
atmosphere of avant-garde detachment from bourgeois society – into the impure
context of middle-class Australia, Preston drastically re-positioned them in real life: a
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situation Léger had theorised.116 So Leger had a key place in Preston’s convergent
vision whereby Aboriginal art and the modern machine were given the decisive roles in
shaping national culture.

Alfred Radcliffe Brown had a theory and authoritative backing. When he came to
Australia the first time, in September 1910, as head of the Cambridge University
Expedition to Western Australia, he was in the grip of an idea that was to significantly
influence the direction of social anthropology. The idea was to apply to the study of
indigenous societies the structured method Emile Durkheim had proposed for the
sociological study of western societies. As Thomas Kuhn would say, Radcliffe Brown
was in Australia to affect a paradigmatic shift.
To establish his theory in social reality, Radcliffe Brown intended to follow up and
check the copious information about social organisation contained in a lengthy
manuscript by Daisy Bates, whose manuscript seems to have inspired the
expedition.117 The folklorist scholar Andrew Lang (see Chapter 6), to whom Bates’
manuscript had been sent for comment, showed it around, and lent a copy to Radcliffe
Brown. The two scholars found parts of the text highly suggestive, though wanting in
consistency and a precise terminology in the areas they were interested in, namely
totem systems and social organisation. According to Watson, Radcliffe Brown entered
into the Australian project with the intention of picking Bates’s brains:
Brown was by no means averse to accepting a woman as a fellow-member
[of the expedition]…. he was quick to see that Mrs Bates was the possessor
of a priceless store of knowledge…[though it was] not in a condition easily
available for the ends of science…. The contents of her mind [and her
manuscript], in his estimation, were somewhat similar to the contents of a
well-stocked sewing basket, after half a dozen kittens had been playing
there undisturbed … At first he optimistically thought he might disentangle
some of that rich medley, but in this he proved mistaken. She was made for
his exasperation and he for hers.118
Brown’s fieldwork during eleven to twelve months in Australia involved him and
Watson (and Bates for some of the time) in visiting and questioning Aboriginal
patients at ‘lock’ hospitals on the Bernier and Dorré islands off Carnarvon, the
westernmost point of Australia, and at station encampments in the vicinity of
Carnarvon. It was conducted by interview, in the English language, of people who
were terminally sick and exiled from their homes. This work, the closest Brown came
to the Aboriginal people, involved minimal contact with their lifestyle and ritual
practices. Watson later described an extreme situation on Bernier and Dorré with
Aborigines, scholars and white keepers worrying away at each other in a natural
environment where wind, sun, waves, white ants, and killer sharks fought their own
war of attrition. Radcliffe Brown, ignoring his mental and physical discomfort, sat
under his awning, day after day for five months, gently questioning the patients about
the four-class system of their social organization.119 The key information he sought was
not recorded in his research papers, but he obtained what was needed to support a
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systematic social diagram of an unusual kinship system that applied to several
northwestern Australian tribes.120 Within a year or two, articles by Brown were
published which sorted out and clarified some of the beliefs and social systems which
Daisy Bates had been the first to explore (without system) and write about at length
(without precision).121 She never forgave him for encroaching on her work, and was all
the more aggrieved when Radcliffe Brown, after failing to get her agreement about
how her manuscript should be edited, reneged on his written promise to the Western
Australian government that her manuscript would be published under the auspices of
the Cambridge expedition.122
While Radcliffe Brown, on Bernier, sought the final pieces that would make sense of
Bates’s information, his assistant Watson had an epiphany of another kind. Watson’s
moment of enlightenment in the south seas turned him away from the theory-bound
Darwinism of his time. Briefly to fill in Watson’s background, his widowed mother had
intended him to pursue his father’s interest in Darwin’s theory of evolution.
Accordingly, he studied zoology at Trinity College, Cambridge, where he met and
came under the spell of Brown. Five months of extreme discomfort on Bernier and
Dorré islands, punctuated by Walt Whitman style moments when he rejoiced in an
extraordinary empathy with the scarifying natural environment, induced in Watson
the idea that the island’s contending forces, conjoined and in painful flux, were
productive of an unexpected harmony. On the narrow, barren island he envisioned the
‘healthfulness’ of a perpetual scouring by sun, wind, water, fire, ants, crabs, tiger
sharks, venereal and leprous diseases. After some weeks, as he helped Radcliffe Brown
in his research, he privately acknowledged the futility of looking for order in what
might, more significantly, be random appearances:
I knew that the dead sea-shells at my feet could be turned over and made
into different and ever-useless patterns at the change of every tide.123
Watson’s Australian epiphany may be summed up in his image of :
The bush … that virgin territory … a vast interrogation mark, questioning
itself.124
Recently, E.J. Steele has contended that Watson’s biological work opened upon an
intuitive, integrative sense of order, and turned its back upon the concept of seeing
parts within a whole functioning system.125 In the on-going controversy between neoDarwinian theory – ‘that adaptive biological complexity arose step-wise through
random variation (gene mutation) and “natural selection” of the best adapted
organism’ – and the alternative ‘neo-Lamarckian’ view – that there are other, ‘nonrandom genetic processes which allow living systems to evolve with a sense of
direction in concert with a complex and changing environment’ –Watson’s position on
‘unfolding symbiotic evolution’ came closer to the latter. Thus the advice of his
Cambridge professor, Adam Sedgwick, to “Forget the theories, concentrate on the
facts!’ challenged Watson’s Darwinism but ultimately won him over. The rider of his
new position would be that the ‘facts’ we see are influenced profoundly by the theories
we unconsciously hold. Watson’s method as a biologist and a writer was first to discern
‘fascinating biological phenomena then gently ask whether these facts are consistent
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with current theories of evolution’. The method posed issues of credulity. For example,
Watson demonstrated the adaptive symbiosis between jellyfish and sea slugs (which
have stinging cells on their backs derived from the jellyfish), asking, ‘How do they
ingest these cells without harm to themselves and then re-position them on their backs
to harm others?’ Through stories that induced a sense of wonder rather than of
expectation, Watson presented a world in which symbiosis was a frequent enough
occurrence.126 Watson is useful in this story for showing that contrary positions can
coexist closely in time and place. A friend of Radcliffe Brown, with a similar education,
he went to the other extreme, perceiving the adaptive relations between observer and
observed within an open realm of possibilities that did not, like Brown’s theory, close
upon a circular theory about how societies functioned.
In 1926 Radcliffe Brown returned to Australia as founding professor of Anthropology
at the University of Sydney. His anthropological work during the few years he was in
Australia (to 1931) was comparative and integrative: he scanned past and present data
to write a functional account of the social system of Aboriginal Australia.127 Elements
of social beliefs and behaviour that had been separately categorised as kinship systems,
totems, patrilineal and matrilineal lines of descent, conception beliefs, mortuary
practices, increase ceremonies, etc, were perceived by him through the lens of their
social function.
Like Preston, Radcliffe Brown conducted his thinking in public. In many talks to a
wide range of clubs and societies he thrashed out issues of contemporary interest. To
women of the YWCA he talked about the extent to which women in Aboriginal and
pastoral communities had power and autonomy.128 To art students in 1927 he talked
about the desirability of an all-round approach to culture. In 1928 he was a founder
and the first president of the Anthropological Society of New South Wales, the
membership of which included scholars and interested amateurs. In a series of public
lectures at the university’s Chapter House, he compared the social institutions of a
modern society with those of the Aboriginal people. The west distinguished between
types of law, he said; thus there was moral law, which influenced social behaviour and
was governed by the laws of the state; and natural law, on which the whole of science
was based. Aboriginal societies on the other hand, combined those dual systems in one
law, as custom, so giving law maximum spiritual force.129 In another talk he defined
religion, Aboriginal and western, as ‘a unifying system of beliefs and practices…which
united in one moral community those who adhere to them…Religion… had a definite
social function’.130 Engaging his audience, encouraging them to reflect on their modern
way of life, he introduced them to the idea that the Aboriginal people were of the same
kind as themselves, and had the same social institutions, differing only in content and
operation. In advocacy of social anthropology he said that it was ‘the scientific study of
human life – a very big subject’, broader than ‘primitive’ societies, and having practical
applications as well as theoretical implications.131
Radcliffe Brown’s first move upon the social institutions of Sydney had been to the art
community and students. He chose to live in a youthful community, of mainly students,
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at Hadfield House. By November 1926 he had established himself as an authority on
Modern art, giving a talk at the founding exhibition of the Contemporary Group.
Thereafter he attended openings, opened exhibitions, helped to found the Five Arts
Club and served as first president, and at every opportunity spoke for modern art on
the grounds that it represented the contemporary reality of western society. In
December 1927 Art and Australia published a special number devoted to Margaret
Preston, for which Radcliffe Brown was asked to contribute an article. He wrote
under the heading, ‘Margaret Preston and Transition’, arguing that Western society
had a dynamic of change, occurring through the natural ‘conflict between one
generation and the next’.
In our own times changes of civilization, of fashion, of ideas, go on much
more rapidly than ever before, so that the contrast and conflict between
one generation and the next are intensified.132
Each generation chose what it wanted from the repertoire of past periods:
Ingres, somewhat neglected, has now his day again, and Delacroix is out of
favour. The more heretical of us would even prefer Ver Meer [Vermeer] to
Rembrandt. At the same time we have learnt to appreciate the qualities of
many periods of art that received little or no attention a few years ago - the
Primitives [ie the Italian art of the 14th-15th centuries], the ancient arts of
the East, China, Japan, India, Persia - the arts of so-called savage peoples
in Africa, in Oceania, in America, which formerly reposed unnoticed on the
shelves of ethnological museums.
The spirit of the author’s reformation of anthropology informed this essay, with one
clanging exception. By 1927 he had already laid the groundwork of a social
anthropology, and was soon to write a seminal text, the ‘Social Organisation of
Australian Tribes’.133 His structuralism was enlightening by comparison with Bates’
mixture of nineteenth century anecdotes and inadequately contextualised information
from first hand research. It was a greatly changed vision of social organisation, and
one that applied across developed and so-called undeveloped cultures. The problem
was that Radcliffe Brown did not acknowledge the dynamic of change within the
societies he studied. Was this because he was too distanced from fieldwork? Too
committed to the concept of a functional system? Too predisposed to think in terms of
disparate rates of evolution? Arbitrarily, he assumed that change within ‘primitive’
societies would be a distortion fatal to the ‘primitive’ social system. On the other hand,
he proposed that a dialectical dynamic operated in Western societies. The modern
generation’s desire to represent universals was to be perceived in conjunction with their
elders’ contrary interest in ephemeral sensations. During the years Brown was in
Australia, several Aboriginals – David Unaipon, Mrs Duren, Annie Bowden, F. G.
Maynard, Anthony Fernando for example – put forward reasons for why Aboriginal
people should be allowed greater self-determination.134 Their representation was proof
(if proof were needed) that dialectical adaptation across cultures and generations
applied to Aboriginal as well as western societies.
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It is an intriguing conundrum that Radcliffe Brown should endorse the idea of an
accelerated rate of change for western societies when so many people, arguing against
the changes taking place in modern societies, employed the very same argument he
adduced when deploring change in ‘primitive’ societies. It cannot have been lost on
Brown that by contrast to the dynamic structure he proposed for western society, his
anthropological model was static. His theory of change in modern societies was
potentially useful for the study of contemporary Aboriginal societies but as it
happened, he (and others) fudged the key question of how societies in an unequal
contiguous relationship coped with one another.
The subject of the essay was Margaret Preston whose modernism he said represented
the dynamic between generations:
The difference between the art of 1890 and the art of 1910-1930 is thus a
difference of spirit, of outlook on the world, showing itself in a different
treatment of design.
From the point of view of the younger generation, their elders had been too
preoccupied with the fleeting impression:
...the design of the impressionists was soft, fluid, vaporous, preferring
atmosphere to outline. The modern movement seeks to give a rendering of
nature that is firm, solid, definite. Unity, simplicity and strength are the
qualities that the modern spirit seeks... Modern painting seeks a design
which is and which appears constructed....[So artists] reduce [a landscape]
to its essential traits, simplifying the design and reducing it to contours that
approximate elementary geometrical forms.
The search for structure would ‘reduce the complexity of nature to a harmonious
synthesis’.
Explaining the motives behind Preston’s modernist art, Brown silently filled in the
background of his own reformist anthropology and, incidentally, his disparagement of
Daisy Bates’ writing. In this and other articles and in various public addresses on the
subject of modern art, he acknowledged that his generation craved order and
permanency:
the modern and contrary tendency is to see and transpose the permanent
and universal aspects of reality.
Modern art history, like Radcliffe Brown’s social anthropology, embraced order. Art
was sorted into groups and sequences. And Brown sorted Preston’s paintings. He
decided that the paintings Thea Proctor’s Tea Party 1924, Gladys Reynell’s Pottery 1924,
Hibiscus 1925, and Still Life 1926 marked the end of a decorative phase in her art. (In
another context Brown explained that ‘bunches of flowers and the faces of pretty girls’
were not modern because they appealed to sentiment rather than to the mind.)135
Preston’s next phase was decisive for her modern style:
[T]he picture hung by the Grosvenor Galleries … in 1926, [Still Life 1926,]
shows a new experiment. It is, I think, one of the best pictures she has
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painted, perhaps the best. In an admirably arranged design she has
produced a marvellously restrained harmony of colour in low tones.
He had seen the painting on 24 November 1926 when introducing the opening speaker
at Sydney’s first Contemporary Group exhibition. A year later he noted a further
development in Preston’s art:
The reaction against bright or saturated colour shows itself more definitely
still in the four paintings [Native Fuschia (indoor light)1927, Still Life 1927,
Banksia 1927 and Gum Blossom (outdoor light) 1927] shown this year at the
Society of Artists’ [September 1927] Exhibition.136
Two months later, works in the same severe style, including Implement Blue, were hung
in the Contemporary Group’s exhibition:
At first glance these look as if they were painted in black and white,
particularly when they are seen on the walls of an exhibition. Only a longer
scrutiny reveals that they are full of subdued colour which, by its very
restraint, makes a more lasting appeal than a brighter show would do. It is,
of course, a well-known method in Chinese and Japanese art... This is the
new note in her work - restraint and simplicity, which are the most difficult
of all qualities for the painter to attain without loss of interest.137
Simplicity she already had – he’d admired that quality in her art in 1926. Restraint in
colour and subject had been features of Preston’s painting before 1913 (as they had
been of her teacher Bernard Hall). The style Radcliffe Brown admired combined some
of the painter’s earliest traits with bold, semi-abstract design. As he wrote, ‘Many
modern paintings catch something of the ideal beauty of a mathematical theorem or a
perfectly worked-out fugue.’ It mattered to his sense of order and proportion that the
paintings made:
designs out of the commonplace forms with which, in our modern life, we
surround ourselves at every turn. A picture of flowers may please us even if
it is a bad picture...[but she] gets rid of the irrelevancy of … [attractive]
subject matter and makes an appeal by qualities of pure design alone.138
Preston’s art at this significant stage of her career moved towards Radcliffe Brown’s
thinking at what was for him an equally critical moment. They probed the deep
structure of contemporary life, looking for the generic form.

The four people in this story were loosely linked. An assorted group, they had

different backgrounds, occupations and outlooks. Their lives spanned a century, and
the larger time-frame bore upon the twenty years that are the focus of attention. I
planned the chapter carefully, relying on the unconventional structure and unusual
choice of people to tell the reader that the story was a device. In writing, I mixed
anecdote and analysis, and did my best to avoid closely arguing a case or pushing a
thesis. The idea was that an oblique approach, via the stories of several people, would
open fresh possibilities for thinking about the art and culture of the opening decades of
the twentieth century. Insofar as the story would have a structure it would be a
medley. As in a swimming medley, each of the four people would have her or his own
‘stroke’, between which there could be no straightforward comparison. Meanwhile,
suggestions of sequences and an overall comparison between works of art, people and
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divergent cultures would surely arise between the lines. The overall picture allowed for
a reckoning between biography and shared ideas and tendencies. In this story the lived
connections between Radcliffe Brown and Daisy Bates, Daisy Bates and Monop,
Radcliffe Brown and Preston, have the status of first order connections, embodied in
people’s actions, made concrete in works of art and in written words. Those
interactions cannot be bypassed. There are also currents created adventitiously
because I put these four people, their ideas, words, and works of art together and
produced a force field amongst them. One of the sparks that flew was between the life
force implicit in Monop’s image of a fruitful warrain and Radcliffe Brown’s beating
pulse. I found a link between Radcliffe Brown’s reformist anthropology and his
generation’s call to order. Likewise Daisy Bates’s inquisitive research was matched by
the evasiveness of her only informant for the Victoria Plains, William Monop. But as
with any story the larger meaning is between the reader and the text.
William Monop’s life ended a few years after he produced the drawings discussed in
this chapter. Through his story it was possible to draw a picture to represent the life
experience of Aboriginal people who lived between two cultures. Had I been
discussing Erlikilyika (Jim Kite), Nooni, Kalboori Youngi, Namatjira, Pinky Mack or
some other artist closer in age to Preston and Radcliffe Brown, the art and life stories
would be different. Yet in art, and life, those Aborigines displayed a similar sure
accommodation of western cultural forms with home traditions and skills.
In 1913 Daisy Bates went to live outside an Aboriginal encampment on the Nullabor.
Her singular act of going bush, spending most of her later life attending Aboriginal
people, ultimately made her famous.
Radcliffe Brown became the founder of the British school of social anthropology. His
structural model was fleshed out by younger scholars with facts and figures until, in
the 1970s, anthropologists broke from the scheme, finding it too prescriptive. During
the same period, art history endorsed a system of progressive styles and periods,
oppositions and paradigms, until the 1970s when artists were the first to break from
the system.
Margaret Preston would still be interesting from the point of view of our time if her
career had stopped short in 1930. She had been one of the first Australians to perceive
the relativity of cultures and to apprentice herself to several non-western modes of art.
From the point of view of globalisation she showed foresight when she decided that the
world’s many art traditions were relative to one another rather than within a hierarchy
dominated by western art. Yet she advocated cultural comparison for the sake of a
white Australia. Her structuralist approach detached each tradition from its social and
historical roots, taking it into the laboratory of her and her country’s endeavour. From
the perspective of our time she did not appear to recognise the Aboriginal peoples’
capacity to respond creatively to change.
Mary Eagle
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This is a slightly edited version of Chapter 7 in ‘A History of Australian Art 1830-1930,
told through the lives of the objects’, a doctoral thesis for the Australian National
University, submitted in May 2005.
ENDNOTES
1 Bates thought of her elderly advisors as ‘children’.
2 See Bates’s manuscript, comments written in response to advice from Radcliffe
Brown; and discussion by Isobel White, ‘Mrs Bates and Mr Brown: An examination of
Rodney Needham’s allegations’, Oceania, (Sydney) vol.51, no.3 (1981) pp.193-210.
3 After Radcliffe Brown left Australia, Preston wrote, ‘an artist may work with a
knowledge of science, but he seldom works scientifically, by laws and rules. He works
through his artistic vision and conception. Art is personal and of the spirit,’ Margaret
Preston, ‘Meccano as an Ideal’, Manuscripts, (Geelong) no.2 [June 1932] n.p. Preston
has been the subject of major texts by Ian North, Humphrey McQueen, Ann
Stephens, Terry Smith, Roger Butler and Deborah Edwards, to all of which I am
indebted.
4 Preston wrote ‘Use this book for reference to form and detail’, on her copy of R.T.
Baker, A Research on the eucalypts, especially in regard to their essential oils (3rd edition,
Sydney: Government Printer, 1920).
5 Monop’s home country was near Yerecoin east of the Victoria Plains, on the edge of
country that abounded in warrain. In February 1841 James Drummond (botanist)
went north into that country, later telling the Rev Wollaston, ‘In these parts the
“Warrang”, a kind of Yam, greatly abounds and grows to a large size…The abundance
of ‘Warrang’ may in some measure account for the greater concentration of these
tribes.’ (Wollaston’s Albany Journal 1848-1856, being vol. 2 of the journals and diaries of Revd
John Ramsden Wollaston MA, (Perth: Paterson Brokensha, 1954) p.144. On 18
September 1846, exploring for land, the Gregory brothers described ‘country timbered
[sparsely] with York and red gum…soil a red loam, producing some grass and an
abundance of everlasting flowers and “Warrran”, or native yam’. Landor, in the same
year, visited the country around ‘Badgee-Badgee…Mouran pool [ie New Norcia and
the vicinity for]…ten or twelve miles through splendid grassy country and met with a
large tribe of natives [who] offered us some of their favourite food, the wrang, which
grows abundantly’.
6 Daisy Bates, The Native Tribes of Western Australia, (ed) Isobel White, (Canberra:
National Library of Australia, 1985) pp.193-194.
7 Margaret Preston, ‘Paintings in Arnhem Land’, Art in Australia, (Sydney), November
1940 p.62.
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8 Howard Morphy, Ancestral Connections: Art and an Aboriginal System of Knowledge
(Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1991).
9 ‘The Artist who changed her name’, Woman’s Budget, (Sydney), 16 December 1931,
p.5. Although Preston admitted to not being an accomplished housekeeper, she
claimed ‘I can cook well’ (Daily Telegraph, (Sydney) Sunday Pictorial, 6 April 1930
p.22.
10 I saw the sketchbook and incorporated it in a talk in 1999, and a paper in 2002
(Mary Eagle, ‘Monop of New Norcia and the Victoria Plains’, New Norcia Studies, No.
10 (September 2002) pp. 49-56). Brenda Croft included the sketchbook in an
exhibition South West Central: indigenous art from south Western Australia 1833-2002
(Perth: Art Gallery of Western Australia, 2003). One of the artists to be represented in
the exhibition, Christopher Pease, had recently painted a portrait of Monop (1999)
after a 1907 photograph by E.G. Rome which had appeared on the cover of a 1990s
publication (Daisy Bates, Aboriginal Perth: Bibbulmun Biographies and Legends, edited by
P.J. Bridge, with introduction by Peter Bindon (Perth: Hesperian Press, 1992)). Since
2005, Professor Bob Reece, of Murdoch University, has written two papers about
Monop and organised an exhibition of facsimile drawings for New Norcia (see
Professor Robert Reece, ‘William Monop and his Drawings’, New Norcia Studies, No 18,
October 2010, pp.48-58).
11 See Chapter 6.
12 Daisy Bates, ‘An Aboriginal Cricket Team’, Australasian, (Melbourne) 21 January
1924, republished in Daisy Bates, Aboriginal Perth and Bibbulmun Legends, (ed) P.J.
Bridge (Perth: Hesperian Press, 1992) p.186.
13 Salvado diary, 10 and 17 May 1871, (New Norcia Archive).
14 Daisy Bates, ‘A Southern Corroboree’, Western Mail, (Perth), 25 December 1907,
Christmas supplement p.63.
15 Daisy Bates notes of information received from Monop, Notebook 17, Daisy Bates
papers, MS 365 Box 37:73/34,35, National Library of Australia.
16 The 5th May 1964 is New Norcia’s earliest record of Monop, Mauro Beleda
recording in his diary that three ‘nativos’ had walked into the mission, their names
Nhargiap, Mo’nop and Wéndergut [Wander]. A census of ‘Male Aborigines of New
Norcia on September 8th 1864’ (before Salvado sailed for Europe in October) has, as
No. 21, William Manop [alternative spelling at New Norcia was Monap], of the
Giragiok family [ie section], born at Gnirgo [Nergo], east Victoria Plains, height 5’7”,
weight 128 lbs, age [about] 21; and an annotation on the margin identifies him as
having been weighed on 22 May 1864, two weeks after his arrival. If Monop’s age was
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21, as recorded, his date of birth was c.1843, not 1847 as published in Green &
Tilbrook, Aborigines of New Norcia, (1989). Therefore he would have been aged around
64 in 1907 when he made the drawings for Daisy Bates. See also Bates, Monop’s
information, Notebook 17, op.cit. Daisy Bates, wrongly identifying the site of New
Norcia with Nyeerrgoo (Nergo), thought ‘Monnop’ had been born at New Norcia,
and therefore made a wrong association of New Norcia with a creation story relating
to the thylacine and the small Nergo spring (Daisy Bates, The Native Tribes, op.cit.,
pp.195-196.
17 Daisy Bates wrote that Monop’s name meant ‘one dingo walking behind another’,
Daisy Bates, Native Tribes, op.cit., p.196. Salvado observed that the father ‘bestows a
name…suggested by something that happened about this time’ [of the child’s birth],
but altering the word slightly so the meaning is veiled. Dom Rosendo Salvado,
Memoirs, (first published 1851, this version translated and edited by E.J. Stormon as
The Salvado Memoirs, (Perth: University of Western Australia Press, 1977) p.136.
18 see footnote 16.
19 Meanings supplied to author by Father Bernard Rooney, New Norcia, May 2001;
Bates proffered an alternative meaning, Monop’s information, Notebook 17, op.cit.
20 Monop’s marriage record No.23, 25 November 1866, (New Norcia Archive).
21 The first to have stock there was Salvado in the late 1870s. Monop’s clan of the
eastern Victoria Plains had not been visited by New Norcia’s census takers of 1858,
who concentrated on known places north, west and south of the mission.
22 John Green to Commissioners, 21 May 1877, Royal Commission on the Aborigines of
Victoria: Report of the Commissioners (Melbourne: Government Printer, 1877) p.83.
23 See Bates, ‘Monop’s Love Story’, Western Mail, (Perth), 27 February 1909, p.50.
Mrs Edward Millett observed that young women were attracted to New Norcia
because there they would get Aboriginal husbands of a younger age. Mrs Edward
Millett, (with an introduction by Rica Erickson), An Australian Parsonage, or, the Settler
and the Savage in Western Australia, (first published 1872; facsimile Perth: University of
Western Australia Press, 1980). Many Aboriginal women were taken by settlers,
leaving fewer women in the Aboriginal community, where the elder men had priority.
Men, who could once have expected to marry at around the age of thirty, were faced
with waiting many years and perhaps never marrying. At the mission marriages took
place between teenage girls and youths. (Salvado, Memoirs, op.cit. pp.130,138).
24 See, for example, the Rev. V. Garrido to the Colonial Secretary of W.A., 21
December 1867, in Information Respecting the Habits and Customs of the Aboriginal
Inhabitants of Western Australia (Perth: Government Printer, 1871) p.4.
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25 When Monop arrived at New Norcia in 1864 there were 37 monks and 44
Aboriginal residents. The Aboriginal population had been depleted by deaths. Later
figures were more representative: 59 in 1867 (Garrido, 1867, p.18), 60 in 1870
(Millett, op.cit., p.297), and 58 in 1871-72 (Salvado’s list, New Norcia Archive).
Besides those more or less settled at the mission, there was a floating population of
many others. After leaving the mission in 1886, Monop became one of those who came
and went from the mission. Aborigines who had been at the mission continued to visit
even after the early 1900s when most of the adult Aboriginals were despatched from
there.
26 Millett perceived that this form of democracy could be effective (op.cit. p.296).
27 See book of requisites, writer unidentified, item 2234A/17, (New Norcia Archive).
28 George Russo, Lord Abbot of the Wilderness, (Melbourne: Polding Press, 1980) p.88,
commented that the Aboriginals who specialised in detecting water were sent to make
wells for the mission. Salvado’s expeditions with Aboriginal guides were primarily in
search of watering places (eg, diary, December 1873) and his maps (New Norcia
Archive) gave the Aboriginal names of wells and springs and sometimes the name of an
Aboriginal known to have been born at the place.
29 Salvado diary, 21 August 1872, (New Norcia Archive).
30 The New Norcia museum has some chasubles that were embroidered at the
mission. George Russo understood that the women were taught needlework, made all
the clothes for inhabitants of the mission, made ‘fancy-work’ and ‘vied with one
another in turning out the best designs’ (op.cit, pp.166-167). Maria Louisa Gnaret in a
photograph, supposedly c.1870 (possibly 1867) is wearing a belt with an embroidered
panel at the front. Eliza Tainan was famed for her needlework. In the lists of
requisitions were orders for small scissors for the girls, needles, and coloured thread
and, in 1868, white satin damask and a half-ounce of yellow and white silk thread (see
requisitions book, op.cit.).
31 For example, see Salvado diary, 15 August 1860, (New Norcia Archive).
32 Salvado, Memoirs, pp.132-133; Jose Filgueira Valverde, Dom Rosendo Salvado: El
Gallego que Fundó Nueva Nursia (Spain: Pontevedra, 1972); George Russo, op.cit.
pp.160-161; Therese Radic, ‘The Music of New Norcia’, New Norcia Studies, 1993 (New
Norcia, 1993) pp.9-20.
33 ‘Information respecting the Aboriginal Natives of Western Australia. His Lordship
Rosendo Salvado, Bishop of Port Victoria, to the Hon., The Colonial Secretary’,
Report from New Norcia, 19 February 1864, in Information Respecting the Habits and
Customs of the Aboriginal Inhabitants of Western Australia (op.cit.) p.4.
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34 This and the information following footnote 35 are from the diaries of Garrido
(relevant pages kindly translated for me by Nancy Sever) and a work diary covering
the years 1864-1874, inscribed at the front ‘Brother Miro’s diary’, which was written in
Catalan: Father David Barry OSB generously translated entries for the relevant years.
35 Monop swollen nose that was causing concern (Garrido 7 September 1865) is one
symptom of tuberculosis. See also Garrido’s diary, 8 November 1866.
36 The marriage was reported in the Perth Inquirer, 7 December 1866, ‘On Sunday, the
25th November, the very interesting and rare ceremony of the marriage of a native
man and woman took place at the Benedictine Mission, Victoria Plains. The bride and
bridegroom having been educated at the Mission, were bound together in holy
matrimony according to the rites and ceremonies of the Catholic Church. The lady
appeared dressed in white, and very neatly dressed too, attended by one bridesmaid
suitably dressed also. The bridegroom appeared also neatly dressed, and accompanied
by the ‘best man’, a fine looking half-caste dressed in the most approved fashion. The
ceremony being over (and a very solemn and interesting one it is) the married pair,
accompanied by their friends, sat down to an excellent breakfast, 8 o’clock being the
hour at which the marriage rite was performed...Not only their religious instruction is
attended to, but their worldly interests are not neglected, for the happy couple had a
neat cottage of two rooms furnished for them...The married natives are all similarly
looked after...’
37 Salvado, Memoirs, op.cit., p.128.
38 Millett, op.cit. p.230.
39 Monop may already have been exercising boylya powers: rain-making the
Aboriginal way required the services of a bulyaguttuck – manager of magic. Daisy
Bates, Native Tribes, op.cit., p.237.
40 On 13 May 1867, after their marriage, a cow was given to Scholastica and a bull to
Monop. On 22 July potatoes were planted in Monop’s garden and in the girls’ garden.
Yawel’s and Monop’s gardens were worked again on 14 August. On 9 October the
men began laying bricks for fences to enclose the girls’ and women’s house and
Monop’s garden.
41 Salvado, Memoirs, op.cit., p.134.
42 Sylvia J. Hallam, Fire and Hearth, (Canberra: Australian Institute of Aboriginal
Studies, 1979); Ronald M. Berndt, ‘Aborigines of the South-West’ in Ronald M
Berndt and Catherine H Bernt (eds), Aborigines of the West, (Perth: University of
Western Australia Press, 1979) p.85.
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43 On 22 April 1866 Monop and Cuper went to York with Brother Xirgu, returning
after four days, and he went with Brother Cabane in Perth on other farm business
between 15 and 23 May. In the middle of harvesting, on 7 February 1867, Monop and
Brother Palou took an injured Aboriginal to a doctor in Toodyay, returning three days
later. Through March and April, Monop worked with Brother Fare on stock-related
matters: on 3 March bringing a bull and a cow from York; between 18 and 27 March
taking half a dozen horses to sell in Perth; and on 8 April leaving again with horses (to
return the usual nine days later). On 23 October 1867 a group of men, including
Monop, left for Perth with three carts of wool. On 11 November he was one of the
carters taking the wool drays to Perth, returning twelve days later (diaries, New
Norcia archive). For Aborigines involved in the expected visit by Prince Alfred, see
Western Mail, (Perth), 23 October 1867, supplement p.1. The Inquirer, (Perth), 18
September 1867, p.3, had ‘suggested that native lads [of New Norcia] might be
brought [to Perth] to fete H.R.H. Prince Alfred on his arrival’. Against expectations,
Prince Alfred’s ship did not call in at Perth.
44 This and the information following are from Salvado’s diary.
45 Salvado diary, 3 April 1876 (New Norcia Archive). Around this time Salvado tried
to push out from the mission some families who had shown success in farming, trading
and raising children - those of Ponan, Yapo, Yawel, Indich, and Walley - to leave the
way clear for monks and sisters to rear the children away from the complicating
influence of Aboriginal adults. An early attempt to bring about his scheme was not
successful (Salvado diary, 29 May 1875). Walley, it is true, found a shoemaking job in
Guilford (earning £2 a week), and took all his family away from the mission, but they
returned within a year; and the wives of the others refused to budge from New Norcia.
46 Tindale (and Berndt) did not know about or ignored Bates’s investigations. There
have been various mappings of the line dividing those who practiced circumcision from
those who did not. Norman Tindale (1940) traced the line from Mullewa to around 60
kms east of Kellerberin. Douglas (1968;1976), using information from older living
Aborigines, repositioned one of Tindale’s circumcision groups (Tindale’s Gelami,
Douglas’s Tjapanmay) immediately to the north of Moora, much closer to New
Norcia: this agrees with Garrido’s 1865 information (quoted by me) that Dandaragon
(30 km west of Moora) was in circumcision country. The line calculated by Bates on
information from Aborigines she talked to in 1908 accords with Douglas and Garrido
rather than Tindale.
47 Salvado, Memoirs, op.cit. p.129.
48 Garrido diary, 1 January 1865.
49 Garrido diary, 28, 31 July 1865.
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50 ‘Monnop’s information of the Victoria Plains district (Nyeerrgoo)’, 73 /34-35, Daisy
Bates papers, MS 365, National Library of Australia.
51 In 1908, from the start of August to the end of November, Bates made a special tour
along the railway lines north of Perth to establish, though interviews with Aborigines,
where the southern region gave way to the northern. By that time, the inter-cultural
aspect of Monop’s initiation would have been apparent to her. See Colonial Secretary’s
Office, files relating to Daisy Bates, CSO 1023 / 84, Public Records Office, Perth.
52 Bates, Native Tribes, op.cit. p.52.
53 ‘All collected information from the writings of the earliest Australian arrivals was
carefully transcribed before my own personal investigation began, and it is remarkably
that those early British men somehow obtained good insight into so many native
customs. All their data was and is worth preserving for future ethnologists. Their
books gave me an insight into native matters which I follow up from the very
beginning of my personal contacts with the old and young natives still living in West
and South Australia.’ 31/127, under heading ‘Typed contents of Weapons, early mss’,
Daisy Bates Papers, MS 365, NLA.
54 Radcliffe Brown’s and Lang’s criticisms had one beneficial result in that Bates
herself assessed parts of the text from the point of view of how ‘fanciful’ she may have
been, occasionally writing a note to excise a passages if evidence were not found. For
example, see Bates’s marginal note, ‘To be corrected or deleted. This is mostly
fanciful.’ Bates manuscript, 31 / 211, Bates papers, MS 365, NLA.
55 ‘His fineness of touch...and the absolute precision which directed each stroke so
that the evenness of the serrature should not be impaired, was exquisite in its way and
showed him to be the possessor of the genuine artistic faculty. Daisy Bates, The Native
Tribes, op.cit. p.268.
56 Daisy Bates, ‘A Southern Corroboree’, Western Mail, (Perth) 25 December 1907,
Christmas supplement p.63.
57 Daisy Bates, The Native Tribes, op.cit, p.317
58 Daisy Bates, The Native Tribes, op.cit. p.268. ‘It cannot be said that the Aborigines
are strangers to the fine arts ...Often whole families or local tribes will vie with each
other in the excellence of their work’ (Daisy Bates, Native Tribes, op.cit. p.267).
59 Daisy Bates, ‘A Southern Corroboree: Doordaaroo Ke-ning’, Western Mail, (Perth)
25 December 1907, p.63.
60 Daisy Bates, ‘A Southern Corroboree: Doordaaroo Ke-ning’, Western Mail (Perth)
25 December 1907, p.63. Bates wrote two slightly variant descriptions of the
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performance, the first for the Western Mail, the second (the idealised version) for her
manuscript about the tribes of Western Australia (Native Tribes, pp.315-320).
61 See her letter to Sir Frederick Bedford, 3 May 1907, with the gift of Billingee’s
sketchbook, MS 1315, Acc No. 4123A, item 2, Battye Library,
62 Daisy Bates, Native Tribes, op.cit. p.268.
63 Daisy Bates, Native Tribes, op.cit. pp.274-276.
64 Bates, Native Tribes, op.cit. pp. 314, 365; ‘Monnop’s information..’, 73 / 34-35, Bates
papers, MS 365, NLA.
65 See Bates’s handwritten notes which include her rough drawing of the wannoorig
ornament, ‘Monnop’s information of the Victoria Plains district (Nyeerrgoo)’ 73 / 3435, Bates Papers MS 365, NLA.
66 Bates used Monop’s drawings to write up the manufactures of the Victoria Plains,
when she described the binaara: ‘Binaara and wannoorig were names given to two
ornaments worn during the doordaaroo ke-ning, a dance which travelled down from
the north. One of these (binaara) was a half-moon shape having shaved sticks stuck on
the outer or convex side, and was held in the hand of the “woorda-woorda” or leader of
the dance’. 30 / 155, Bates papers MS 365, NLA.
67 The wannoorig was also known as the door-darro (or so Bates thought at one time,
though her informant Jubaitch may have identified the object they saw at the Perth
museum with the popular dance with which it was associated in the southwest) (see 31
/ 207, Bates papers, MS 365, NLA). Bates also had in her possession a photograph of
the spoked half-circle ornament (Sir Frederick Bedford’s collection; surely the one
used in the 1907 performance?) inscribed with the name given to the spokes, “beendee
beendee” (see 95 / 7, Bates papers, MS 365, NLA). There is a drawing of the
spiderweb-shaped wannoorig (the line thick and awkward, not like Monop’s style) on
the back of her notes of an interview with Monop, (73 / 34-35, Bates Papers MS 365,
NLA). See footnote 66 for Bates’s alternative labelling of the ‘half-moon’ headdress as
‘binaara’.
68 Bates, Western Mail, 25 December 1907, op.cit. Billingee, in the sketchbook of
March or April 1907 (Battye Library) made a drawing of a man wearing the
spiderweb-shaped wannoorig. Bates wrote that the ‘web-shaped face mask in one of
Billingee’s drawings is evidently the modern equivalent of the halo in Kimberley rock
drawings’. 29 / 49, Bates papers, MS 365, NLA.
69 Bates, Western Mail, 25 December 1907, op.cit. Bates associated the performance
with Monop, see her notes of an interview with him, 73 / 34-35, Bates papers, MS 365,
NLA.
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70 If Bates had been more alert to how the elders answered her questions about the
performance and its objects, she may have observed something significant about the
public presentation of otherwise secret subjects. The doordaaroo kening performance
stood for the sacred (of another place) yet was sayable and transportable between
groups of Aboriginal people and between initiates and uninitiated. Elsewhere in
Bates’s manuscript she gave instances of barter between groups by which some natural
material, artefact, or ceremony had its power removed, alleviated or increased. For
example, she mentioned that human hair had a dangerous magic when identified with
an individual and his or her group but lost that power when it was exchanged in
barter. Pearlshells and certain decorated weapons, on the other hand, increased in
power the further they were traded from their place of origin. There is a parallel
between the function of barter one hundred years ago and the present situation when
sacred material is safely de-sacralised in paintings or objects for the art market.
71 Daisy Bates manuscript, 29 /49, Bates Papers, MS 365
72 See 73 / 34-35, Bates papers, MS 365, NLA.
73 Daisy Bates, ‘Some Southern Aborigines: Their Natural Characteristics’, Western
Mail, (Perth) 7 March 1908 pp.14-15,28; ‘Monnop’s Love Story’, Western Mail, (Perth)
27 February 1908 p.50; ‘An Aboriginal Cricket Team’, Australasian, (Melbourne) 21
January 1924.
74 Daisy Bates, ‘Some Southern Aborigines: Their Natural Characteristics’, Western
Mail, (Perth) 7 March 1908, pp.14-15,28.
75 After sheet 6 Monop stopped making pairs. Daisy Bates probably asked him to
desist.
76 One of Monop’s fellow residents at Port Welshpool, Woolber, of Gingin, told Bates
it was forbidden to paint in his country. (Woolber’s information. Notebook 19:73/20,
Bates papers, National Library of Australia).
77 Isaac Scott Nind, ‘Description of the Natives of King George’s Sound (Swan River
Colony) and Adjoining Country’, Journal of the Royal Geographical Society of London, vol.1
(London, 1831) p.46.
78 Grave near Champion Bay, and those near Perth, described by Thomas Worsnop,
The Prehistoric Arts, Manufactures, Works, Weapons, etcetera, of the Aborigines of Australia,
(Adelaide: Government Printer, 1897) p.64.
79 Perth Gazette, 29 October 1836 p.789.
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80 Unidentified handwritten account, Box 9/3[iii] A,S. Kenyon papers MS 12173, La
Trobe Library, SLV.
81 Perth Gazette, 30 March 1833 p.52.
82 John Calinga wears a pearlshell around his neck in a photograph, c.1867, a reenactment at New Norcia of Father Martinez baptising Scholastica’s father, Michael
Tanacut (Battye Library). Bates observed that the decorations on pearlshells would
have been made by the people who first traded them, and not added by later owners,
30 / 114, Paper papers MS 365, NLA. She was led to believe that initiated men of the
Victoria Plains and of neighbouring regions were given a pearlshell (hence the name of
the initiation ceremony was beedawa); and early photographs of men at New Norcia
with pearlshells around the neck confirms the report. The practice went back further
in time, thus a grave five miles north of Ginginup that was visited in 1844 had in it ‘a
shell, a sort of medallion, which the deceased was in the habit of wearing around his
neck’ (Perth Gazette, 27 April 1844, p.3). These shells must have been traded from the
Kimberley.
83 Western Mail, (Perth) 27 February 1909; Monop’s information, op.cit.
84 His Lordship Rosendo Salvado, Bishop of Port Victoria, to the Honourable, The
Colonial Secretary, from New Norcia, 19 February 1864, ‘Information Respecting the
Aboriginal Natives of Western Australia’, in Father Garrido, ‘Information Respecting the
Habits and Customs of the Aboriginal inhabitants of Western Australia’, compiled from
various sources, paper no. 2, presented to Legislative Council, WA (Perth:
Government Printer, 1871).
85 Salvado diary, 13 January 1859, quoted by Dom William Giminez, ‘Bishop
Salvado’s Work’, Journal of the Western Australian Historical Society, (Perth), December
1947, p.31.
86 For Radcliffe Brown and the Five Arts Club, see ‘The Students Club’, Undergrowth,
(Sydney) November-December 1927 n.p.; Godfrey Mulliver, ‘The Club’, Undergrowth,
(Sydney) January-February 1928, n.p.; ‘The Five Arts Club’, Undergrowth, (Sydney)
March-April 1928; Daily Telegraph, (Sydney) 13 December 1927 p.11; ‘Sydney
S’Amuse’, Home, (Sydney) March 1928 p.81; Arthur Murch interview with Mary
Eagle 16 August 1976, transcripts in possession of Ria Murch and Mary Eagle.
87 See Godfrey Mulliver, ‘The Club’, a poem, in Undergrowth, (Sydney) JanuaryFebruary 1928, n.p. The poem told about the founding of the club, and Radcliffe
Brown’s role in it, about the philosophies of art held by various leading figures in the
art scene in Sydney, and culminated with Radcliffe Brown’s philosophy.
88 Margaret Preston, ‘From Eggs to Electrolux’, Art in Australia, (Sydney) December
1927, n.p.
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89 Register, (Adelaide) 5 March 1907.
90 The canvas has been cropped by a matter of six inches on three sides, throwing the
composition out of balance: the original composition floated more or less equally
within the dark borders.
91 Aphorism no.46, ‘Why there are so many tables of still life in modern painting is
because they are really laboratory tables on which aesthetic problems can be isolated’,
in ‘Aphorisms by Margaret Preston and others’, Margaret Preston Recent Paintings,
(Sydney: Art in Australia, 1929). Preston may have recalled Wyndham Lewis’s
comment in 1915 ‘European painting today is like the laboratory of an anatomist’,
Blast, War Number (London, July 1915) p.33.
92 Lone Hand, (Sydney) 1 April 1910, p.670.
93 The date 1907 also had meaning for Arthur Streeton, as the year when he obtained
Aboriginal artefacts by exchange with Baldwin Spencer.
94 The 1923 exhibition was discussed by Mary Eagle, Australian Modern Painting
Between the Wars 1913-1939, (Sydney: Bay Books, 1990), Chapter 5, Turning Point; that
research was augmented by Nancy Underhill for her thesis about Sydney Ure Smith.
The 1898 exhibition was mentioned in relation to Tom Roberts in chapter 6 of this
thesis.
95 The order of events: In 1922-23, in the lead up to the Australian Exhibition in
London, Preston produced woodcuts with Australian themes, including Third
Generation with an Aboriginal subject. In an article ‘Art for Crafts: Aboriginal Art
Artfully Applied’ (Home, (Sydney) December 1924 pp.30-31) she wrote, ‘our
proximity to Java, China and Japan should have been apparent in our decorative
art…A study of our own Aboriginal art may meet with better success’. A second article
by her, ‘The Indigenous Art of Australia’, appeared in Art in Australia, (Sydney) March
1925, with the editorial commenting ‘She is the first artist to make the art of the
Aboriginal a serious study, and already her knowledge and enthusiasm have seriously
infected designers who have been struggling unsuccessfully to develop a distinctive
national type of design’.
96 Her interest in Aboriginal art did not incline her towards studying under an
Aboriginal artist whereas her interest in Japanese art did take her along the traditional
route towards consulting a Japanese master when she visited Japan in the 1930s.
97 Margaret Preston, ‘From Eggs to Electrolux’, Art in Australia, (Sydney) December
1927 n.p. Preston wrote that her interest stemmed from her first stay in Paris (190506) however the publication dates of the books she acquired, the effect on her art, and
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the date of her first woodcuts (1914) argue for the study of Japanese art beginning in
Paris during her second stay (1912-13).
98 See Mary Eagle, ‘The Mikado Syndrome: But was there an Orient in Asia for the
Australian “Impressionist” Painters?’, Australian Journal of Art, (Art Association of
Australia) vol.vi (1987) pp.45-63.
99 For Rupert Bunny and Preston, see Eagle, Australian Modern Painting, op.cit., pp.8081; for Bunny, see Mary Eagle, The Art of Rupert Bunny, (Canberra: Australian National
Gallery, 1991) pp.128-135.
100 See Preston, ‘From Eggs to Electrolux’, op.cit.; and Eagle, The Art of Rupert Bunny,
op.cit. pp.128-129.
101 Some of the earlier publications: Sei-Ichi Taki, Three Essays on Oriental Art
(London, 1910), Ernest F Fenollosa, Epochs of Chinese and Japanese Art, 2 vols (London:
Heinemann, 1912), Albert Morance (ed) Documents d’Art, Musée du Louvre, L’Estampe
Japonais par Gaston Migneon, Du xviii ‘XIX siècle; Arthur Morrison, Exhibition of Japanese
Prints (London: Fine Arts Society Ltd, 1910), E.F. Strange, Japanese Illustration,
(London: 1913), Marcus B Huish, Japan and its Art, (London, 3rd edition, [1912]),
Sadakichi Hartmann, Japanese Art, (London: Putnam’s Books, 1904), E.F. Strange,
Hokusai – the old man mad with painting, (London: 1906), E.F. Strange, The Color Prints of
Japan, (London, 1904), E.F. Strange, Japanese Color Prints, (2nd edition, London:
Victoria & Albert Museum, 1908), Frank G Jackson, Lessons on Decorative Design,
(London: Chapman & Hall, 1891), Arthur Davison Ficke, Chats on Japanese Prints,
(London: T.F. Unwin, 1915), W. von Seidlitz, A History of Japanese Color Prints,
(London: Heinemann, 1920), William Anderson, The Pictorial Arts of Japan; with a brief
historical sketch of the associated arts, and some remarks upon the pictorial art of the Chinese and
Koreans, (London: 1886); Laurence Binyon, The Flight of the Dragon: an essay on the theory
and practice of art in China and Japan, based on original sources, (London: John Murray,
1911); Gaston Migeon, L’estampe Japonaise, (Paris: Editions Albert Morance, 1923);
Kazuko Okakura, The Book of Tea: a Japanese Harmony of Art Culture and the Simple Life,
(Edinburgh: T N Foulis, 1919); Basil Stewart, Subjects Portrayed in Japanese Color-Prints,
(London: Kegan Paul, 1922); Leo Marescaux, Life Scenes in Japan, (Tokyo; n.d.)
[bright paper, like a little rag book]; to finish with books from China, Wu Xi, Ding bao
shu Zhang Zi Xiang ke tu hua gao (Shanghai: Zhong Hua Shu Ju, 1923); Album of pen
Drawings of Crysanthemums by Un-li Shan-jen (1924); F.P. Ting, Models of Chinese ancient
and modern Paintings, 4 vols (1930).
102 Margaret Preston was quoted as saying that she found in Japanese prints ‘the
charm of their abstract design’, Women’s World, (Sydney) 1 January 1929.
103 Margaret Preston’s Third and Fifth Carnegie lectures, 6, 20 July 1938,
(typescript, AGNSW library archive). To see art through national schools was a
western habit of her time. For example, Matisse was seen to belong to the ‘pure
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French tradition…we may compare Matisse’s drawings with those of the unknown
and anonymous architect of Rheims and find the same significant sensitiveness, the
same bold and positive drawing, the same taste for pretty arabesques.’ J. Mauny,
‘Matisse’, Drawing and Design, (London) January-June 1927 pp.100-101.
104 Daily Telegraph, (Sydney), 6 April 1930, Sunday Pictorial, p.22.
105 Margaret Preston, ‘The Indigenous Art of Australia’, Art in Australia, (Sydney)
March 1925 n.p.
106 Preston had A.E. Lilley and W. Midgley, A book of studies in plant form: with some
suggestions for their application to design (London: Chapman & Hall, 1927). She read T.A.
Cook’s Spirals in Nature and Art (London: John Murray, 1903), and referred to it in her
Third Carnegie Lecture, 6 July 1938: ‘The theory of Spirals in Nature is…that life is
based on a definite biological growth, such as the growth of leaves that are arranged on
the stem in a regular manner, one leaf at each node, occurring at set intervals around
the stem, thus you get the spiral… this theory has been brought to your notice ..to
show you that pictures are not made in a haphazard way but are built up in a careful,
systematic manner.’ (Typescript, ANGSW library archive).
107 ‘One group of cubists love structure; such as those who love the definite cubic
element in a tree, in a landscape, a human body, in the firmness of its cubic anatomy,
and the other line of cubism leads away from reality to spiritual expression; it follows
the inner lead of any natural object through a maze of angles and balanced lines; it
searches for the inner meaning of natural objects.’ Aphorism 67 in ‘Ninety-two
Aphorisms by Margaret Preston and others’, Margaret Preston Recent Paintings, (Sydney:
Art in Australia, 1929). For the general background to the idea see Mary Eagle
Australian Modern Painting, op.cit. pp.81-84.
108 Quotations from Margaret Preston, in sequence, from here and later in the text:
‘Why I became a convert to Modern Art’, Home, (Sydney) June 1923 p.20; ‘Creative
Art / None in Australia’, Preston speaks at University Union, University of Sydney,
Sydney Morning Herald, 19 July 1924 p.15; ‘Art for Crafts: Aboriginal Art Artfully
Applied’, Home, (Sydney), December 1924 pp.30-31; Ibid; Margaret Preston, ‘The
Indigenous Art of Australia’, Art in Australia, (Sydney) March 1925; Ibid; Margaret
Preston, ‘What is to be our national art?’, Undergrowth, (Sydney) March-April 1927,
n.p.
109 She was in tune with others in recommending the study of Aboriginal art.
Baldwin Spencer through displays of bark paintings at the Museum of Victoria, and
through membership and eventual presidency of the Arts and Crafts Society of
Victoria, had been promoting Aboriginal art as Art since before the first world war,
and by 1916 was advocating the study of it by artists. (See D.J. Mulvaney and J.H.
Calaby, “So Much That is New” Baldwin Spencer 1860-1929 (Melbourne: Melbourne
University Press, 1985) p.326.) A paragraph in the Victorian Artists Society’s journal in
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July 1914 (p.6) advertised one of his exhibitions of bark paintings: ‘About fifty
drawings by natives of the Northern Territory have been hung in the Museum near
the Russell Street entrance. Patronise Australian Art.’ Ethel Anderson in the Home,
(Sydney) July 1926 pp26,88, praised David Uniapon’s Australian legends, ‘quite as
interesting as Lafcadio Hearne’s Japanese fairy tales’. By July 1926 Norman Lloyd
was pursuing Aboriginal rock art in the Sydney region and talking about it to the Art
Students Club, Sydney. In August 1929, the students of East Sydney Technical
College painted ‘Aboriginal’ murals as decoration for the Artists Ball at the Sydney
Town Hall. Artists flocked to the NGV to view the July 1929 exhibition of ‘Australian
Aboriginal Art’ and to made drawings of two “Aranda” men whom George Aiston had
brought down to perform as artists before the public. (For the presentation of the two
Aboriginals see George Aiston’s comments, relayed by Philip Jones, ‘”A Box of Native
Things”. Ethnographic Collectors and the South Australian Museum’ (Ph.D thesis,
Department of History, University of Adelaide, 1996) p.208.) The Australian
Literature Society, Melbourne, staged a debate in September 1929, ‘Australia Lacks a
Background to Inspire Romantic Writing’ at which spokespeople for local themes
mentioned ‘a wonderful inheritance in the legends of the Aborigines’ (Bulletin,
(Sydney) 9 October 1929 p.5.). On 28 June 1929 Frances Derham spoke to the
Society of Arts and Crafts of Victoria, Melbourne, on ‘The Interest of Aboriginal Art
to the Modern Designer’.
110 Sun (Sydney), 6 April 1930, Sunday supplement, p.6.
111 Margaret Preston, ‘An art in the beginning’, Society of Artists Book 1945-1946,
(Sydney: Ure Smith, 1946), p.19. The ‘art in the beginning’ was white Australian. The
article began by saying that the Aboriginal art of the country had a history going back
at least 2,000 years and continuing to the present. The tenor of the article was of white
Australian national art.
112 Margaret Preston, ‘The Indigenous Art of Australia’, Art in Australia, (Sydney)
March 1925 n.p.
113 Fernand Léger letter to Leonce Rosenberg in 1922, quoted by Christopher Green,
Léger and the Avant-garde (Yale: Yale University Press, 1976) p.244.
114 In 1938 Preston defined Léger’s work as ‘pure automatism, his colour is suitable to
his forms and suggests the simplicity of the [Italian] early primitives in the use of
simple masses of primary colours. Whereas in the work of Braque the colours blend
with each other, in that of Léger colour is only necessary to the subject. This
automatism is the principle of his imagination, he is only interested in form and its
aspects. His theme is the cylinder, and he has used it in so many of his compositions
that he has almost become the patron saint of motor cars, airplanes and streamline
trains.’ (Preston’s 1938 Carnegie lectures, typescript, AGNSW Library archive). Her
own art was not dedicated to the power of the painted ‘object’.
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115 Terry Smith, ‘Various early 1920s paintings by Léger lie, quite literally, behind all
of the “geometric, abstract” work of the late 1920s and some earlier still life as well’,
‘Having become quite subject to the most experimental Modernism of the moment, she
turns away and, in one bold gesture, imposes upon Léger a way of seeing based on a
practical and realistic approach to everyday life in the modern world.’ Transformations
in Australian Art, The Twentieth Century – Modernism and Aboriginality (Sydney: Craftsman
House, 2002) pp.52, 61. In the words of Christopher Green, The fact is that Leger
looked at Parisian life not as an ordinary Parisian but as a member of a small, very
special circle, the avant-garde, a loose-knit and shifting group or groups whose
members constantly affected each other’s way of seeing art and the city…In 192[3]-25
he was close to Le Corbusier, so that he was persuaded to see at least some of the
qualities essential to the Corbusian ideal in the reality of urban life, and to find a
geometric clarity and a balance in the world as well as conflict’. Green, op.cit. p.5.
116 The machine/ laboratory/ science / idea of modern art (to which should be added
the competing idea of the spiritual order of nature, also usually couched as a science)
was evident on all fronts. Preston encountered the mix of ideas first in the pre-war
Futurists and Vorticists and later in the 1920s writers she cited by name, Frank Rutter,
R.H. Wilenski ‘our 1927 book’, Roger Fry, and Maurice Raynal. In 1914 T.E. Hulme
in a lecture before the Quest Society foretold that ‘the new tendency towards
abstraction will culminate …with the idea of machinery… It is not a question of
dealing with machinery in the spirit…but of a new art having an organization, and
governed by principles, which are …exemplified in machinery…. The working out of
the relation between art and machinery can be observed in many curious ways…Most
of Picasso’s paintings for instance…are at bottom studies of a special kind of
machinery’, ‘Finally, I think that this association with the idea of machinery takes
away any kind of dilettante character from the movement and makes it seem more
solid and more inevitable.’ In 1915 Preston bought, read and kept Blast, War Number
(London, July 1915) in which Wyndham Lewis published ‘A Review of
Contemporary Art’. In the end, Lewis’s ideas matched Preston’s rather more closely
than Léger’s or Le Corbusier’s: ‘in our own time it is natural that an artist should wish
to endow his “bonhomie” …with something of the fatality, grandeur and efficiency of
the machine’; ‘it is always the POSSIBILITIES of the object, the IMAGINATION …in the
spectator, that matters’; ‘Nature with its logical structures is as efficient as any machine
and more wonderful’; ‘It is well [as Leonardo advised] to study the patterns on a
surface of marble. But the important thing is to make patterns like them, without the
necessity of direct mechanical stimulus. You must be able to organise the cups, saucers
and people, or their abstract plastic equivalents, as naturally as Nature, only with the
added personal logic of Art, that gives the grouping significance’; ‘[In terms of order]
the least and most vulgar Japanese print or Island carving is a masterpiece compared
with a Brangwyn, a Nicholson, or a Poynter.’ (Wyndham Lewis, ‘A Review of
Contemporary Art’, Blast, (London) War Number July 1915 pp.33 ff (in Preston’s
library)) Between 1927 and 1932 Preston conducted a public soliloquy on the role of
science in contemporary life and art. In 1927 she endorsed the idea of science in art,
‘This is an age of science, highly civilized and uncultured. Science and culture do not
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link. …The cultured man directs his energies inward – the civilized man outwards.
That this is not a cultured but a civilized epoch is encouraging, as culture keeps
tradition in existence. …[On the other hand] science is revolutionary. It gives selfreliance and self-reliance refuses to light altars to past cycles. …Australians have
individuality and self-reliance, thus they belong to this age’ (‘What is our national art?
A lively discussion by Margaret Preston’, Undergrowth (Sydney) March-April 1927,
n.p.). In 1927 she wrote about her present feeling ‘that this is a mechanical age – a
scientific one – highly civilized and unaesthetic…. All around her in the simple
domestic life is machinery…They .. surround her and influence her mind .. and she has
produced Still Life 1927 [after Léger] and Banksia [NGA].’ In 1928 she injected some
doubt and anticipated almost all her own future phases as an artist: ‘starry-eyed
Science hangs on an If – so that her day must be short. – Anything that has a formula
is useless as a means of making a country great, or of producing something that is not
secondary. An artist must be spontaneous.. [instead of taking cues from Europe, the
young Australian artist] should study [Australia’s] topographic features, so distinct in
their character from other countries; the characteristic aspects of a nature that has
produced the aboriginals, kangaroo and platypus, to know the difference of the growth
of an oak to a she-oak etc…Who has attempted to study the spiritual side of this great
land? And who, again, has studied “form” from literature? How many young
Australian artists have studied “form” from the Bible? [Stanley Spencer’s Biblical
paintings and Roger Fry’s essays – in particular ‘Plastic Colour’ - were instanced]
Literature must be an advantage because there is no optic vision, therefore no copying
by unconscious memory. ...Without the knowledge of this [spiritual] difference Art
will never be born in Australia’ (Margaret Preston, ‘Australian Artists Versus Art’, Art
in Australia (Sydney) December 1928 n.p.) In 1929 one of the ‘Aphorisms by
Margaret Preston and Others’ was that ‘Modern art is attached to science. The world
that science is making may be disgusting but it is the world in which we have to live
and it condemns to futility all who are too blind to notice it.’ Among the aphorisms
were two others relating to the idea of environmental colouring: ‘Art is a problem of
relationships’, and ‘Custom makes consciousness’ (Margaret Preston Recent Paintings
(Sydney: Art in Australia, 1929)). In 1932 Preston wrote ‘Meccano as an Ideal’,
opposing the idea of mechanical reproduction: ‘an artist may work with a knowledge of
science, but he seldom works scientifically, by laws and rules. He works through his
artistic vision and conception. Art is personal, and of the spirit.’ (Manuscripts (Geelong)
no. 2 [June 1932] p.91.
117 Elizabeth Salter, Daisy Bates, ‘The Great White Queen of the Never Never’ (Sydney:
Angus and Robertson, 1971) p.135, and Isobel White, ‘Mrs Bates and Mr Brown: An
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p.194.
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(Sydney) vol.51, (1981) pp.193-210, her ‘Reply to Mr Needham’ in Oceania, (Sydney)
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